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Abstract
We develop a computational algorithm for solving the stationary Maxwell equation at
the interface between two planar waveguides. The algorithm operates with arbitrary
refractive index profiles on both sides of the interface and with arbitrary incident
electric field from one side. The algorithm computes the reflection and transmission
coefficients for trapped waveguide modes, radiation waves and edge states localized
at the interface.
We use spectral decompositions for one-dimensional Schrodinger operators and
diagonalization of two symmetric matrices. By solving a set of linear equations at the
interface between two waveguides, the numerical solution represents a full picture of
electric and magnetic field distributions in each waveguide.
We also study absorbing layers in order to absorb outgoing waves from artificial
boundary-reflected waveguides. By using a complexification of transverse space we
introduce a thin absorbing layer on the boundaries of the computational domain.
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Introduction
Guided Waves. When an electromagnetic wave packet propagates through vacuum,
it naturally diverges like a spherical wave, for it travels with equal speed in all directions [21]. The presence of material substance does however affect propagation of
electromagnetic waves.

Figure 1. A three-dimensional planar waveguide of width ρ that guides
electromagnetic waves propagating in the z direction.
A material medium that confines and guides a propagating electromagnetic wave
is referred to as a waveguide. A planar waveguide1 is an electromagnetic waveguide
(a) that consists solely of dielectric materials, (b) in which the dielectric propagation
1

Their principle of operation is the same as that for optical fibers that are circular in cross section;
that are used in fiber optic cables for long-distance transmission.

1

2

medium has a rectangular cross section, (c) that has a width, thickness, and refractive
indices that determine the operating wavelength and the modes the guide will support
beyond the equilibrium length, (d) that may be cladded, protected, distributed, and
electronically controllable, and (e) that may be used in various applications, such as
in integrated optical circuits (IOCs) [24]. An example of a typical three dimensional
planar waveguide can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 2. The interface between two three-dimensional planar waveguides
of widths ρ− and ρ+ respectively that guide electromagnetic waves propagating in the z direction.
The purpose of this project is to develop a computational algorithm for solving
the stationary Maxwell equation at the interface between two planar waveguides; as
seen in Figure 2. The algorithm operates with arbitrary refractive index profiles on
both sides of the interface and with arbitrary incident electric field from one side. The
algorithm computes the reflection and transmission coefficients for trapped waveguide
modes, radiation waves and edge states localized at the interface.

3

For many years, one of the most commonly used numerical methods for the simulation of electromagnetic wave propagation in planar waveguides, is the finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) method [18][23][26]. For solving interaction problems with the
FDTD method, various techniques have been used in the past to absorb the outgoing
waves, such as the matched layer [14] or the one-way approximation of the wave equation [7][12]. The most recent and widely used is the perfectly matched layer (PML)
boundary conditions [3]. To be used with the FDTD method, the PML technique
consists of surrounding a computational domain with a absorbing layer described in
[3][4].
In this project, we describe a new technique for the simulation of electromagnetic wave propagation at the interface between two planar waveguides. By working
in the frequency domain and using a procedure referred to as the finite-difference
frequency-domain (FDFD) method, we reduce the electromagnetic wave propagation
problem to spectral decompositions for one-dimensional Schrodinger operators and
diagonalization of two symmetric matrices. In comparison with the FDTD method,
the FDFD method requires less computation and storage, yet produces a convergent
algorithm with accurate results. Our algorithm also has the ability to be implemented
in parallel computations. The result of the FDFD method is a set of linear equations
at the interface between two planar waveguides where the numerical solution represents a full picture of electric and magnetic field distributions in each waveguide. To
absorb outgoing waves from artificial boundary-reflected waveguides, we modify the
PML technique for the FDFD method. A complexification of transverse space will
introduce a thin absorbing layer on the boundaries of the computational domain.

4

The project is described as follows. In chapter 1 we discuss the three-dimensional
time-dependent Maxwell’s equations. Using the Fourier transform and analysis of partial differential equations, we reduce them to a one-dimensional ordinary differential
equation in the frequency domain. The numerical algorithm that solves the resulting one-dimensional propagation equation, using the FDFD method, is developed in
chapter 2. To absorb outgoing waves from artificial boundary-reflected waveguides,
chapter 3 describes a modification of the algorithm due to absorbing layers. The last
sections of both chapter 2 and chapter 3 are devoted to numerical experiments in
order to examine how the theoretical results are preserved in practical computations.

Chapter 1
Equations for Planar Waveguides
1.1

The Stationary Maxwell Equation

Propagation of electromagnetic waves in planar passive waveguides is governed by
Maxwell’s equations [17][25]. These equations are as follows
∂B
,
∂t

(1.1.1)

∂D
,
∂t

(1.1.2)

∇×E=−
∇×H=

∇·D=∇·B=0

(1.1.3)

where E and H are electric and magnetic field vectors, respectively, and D and B
are corresponding electric and magnetic flux densities. The flux densities D and B
arise in response to the electric field E and magnetic field H propagating inside the
waveguide. They are expressed through the relations [2]
D = ε0 E + P,

(1.1.4)

B = µ0 H,

(1.1.5)
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where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, µ0 is the vacuum permeability, and P is the
induced electric polarization.
We reduce equations (1.1.1)-(1.1.5) to the wave equation for the electric field
vector E(x, t). By taking the curl of (1.1.1) while using (1.1.2) and (1.1.4) we obtain
∇ × ∇ × E = −µ0

∂2D
−1 ∂ 2 E
∂2P
=
−
µ
0
∂t2
c2 ∂t2
∂t2

where c is the speed of light in vacuum such that c2 =

1
.
µ0 ε0

(1.1.6)

To complete the descrip-

tion, a relation between the induced polarization P and the electric field E is needed;
which is taken in the general form [2]
Z

∞

P(x, t) = ε0

χ(1) (t − t0 ) · E(x, t0 )dt0 .

(1.1.7)

−∞

We then see that

Z
D(x, t) = ε0 E(x, t) +

∞
0

(1)

0

0



χ (x, t − t ) · E(x, t )dt .

(1.1.8)

−∞

Since equations (1.1.6)-(1.1.7) are linear in E, they can be written conveniently in
the frequency domain. To do so, we must take advantage of the Fourier transform.
We will use the following notation to denote the Fourier transform[9]
Z

∞

Eω (x, ω) = F [E(x, t)] =

E(x, t)eiωt dt

(1.1.9)

−∞

where Eω is the Fourier transform of E in the frequency domain. If E(x, t) is a
real-valued vector, then Eω (x, ω) is a complex-valued vector, such that Eω (x, ω) =
Eω (x, −ω), where Eω is the complex conjugate of Eω .

7

Then from (1.1.8), we see that
 
Z
Dω (x, ω) = F [D(x, t)] = F ε0 E(x, t) +

∞
(1)

0

0

0



χ (x, t − t ) · E(x, t )dt
Z ∞

(1)
0
0
0
= ε0 F [E(x, t)] + ε0 F
χ (x, t − t ) · E(x, t )dt
−∞

−∞



= ε0 F [E(x, t)] + ε0 F χ(1) (x, t) F [E(x, t)]

= ε0 Eω (x, ω) 1 + χ(1)
ω (x, ω)

(1.1.10)

(1)

where χω (x, ω) is the Fourier transform of χ(1) (x, t). From (1.1.10)
2
1 + χ(1)
ω (x, ω) = n (x, ω),

(1.1.11)

is known as the the frequency-dependent dielectric constant. Recalling (1.1.6), we see
from above that if
∇ × ∇ × E = −µ0

∂2D
∂t2

then
∇ × ∇ × Eω (x, ω) = µ0 ω 2 Dω (x, ω).

(1.1.12)

Therefore, in the frequency domain, we have arrived at the stationary Maxwell equation
∇ × ∇ × Eω (x, ω) − n2 (x, ω)

1.2

ω2
Eω (x, ω) = 0.
c2

(1.1.13)

The Stationary Schrodinger Equation

Until now there have been no assumptions on the dimension vector x, which we will
now elaborate on. We would like to consider a two-dimensional waveguide problem
that is y-independent. That is, we will project onto the xz-plane such that x = (x, z).
A geometric configuration of our interface problem can be seen in Figure 1-1.

8

To further investigate (1.1.13), we define Eω = Eω,x i + Eω,y j + Eω,z k, where Eω,x ,
Eω,y and Eω,z depend on x, z and ω. Then we observe that


 2

∂2
∂
∂2
∂2
∇ × ∇ × Eω =
− 2 Eω,x +
Eω,z i −
Eω,y + 2 Eω,y j +
∂z
∂z∂x
∂x2
∂z
 2

2
∂
∂
Eω,x − 2 Eω,z k.
+
(1.2.1)
∂x∂z
∂x
By combining (1.2.1) and (1.1.13) we arrive at the following equations
−

∂2
∂2
ω2
2
E
+
E
=
n
(x,
ω)
Eω,x ,
ω,x
ω,z
∂z 2
∂z∂x
c2

∂2
∂2
ω2
2
E
−
E
=
n
(x,
ω)
Eω,y ,
ω,y
ω,y
∂x2
∂z 2
c2
∂2
ω2
∂2
Eω,x − 2 Eω,z = n2 (x, ω) 2 Eω,z .
∂x∂z
∂z
c

−

(1.2.2)
(1.2.3)
(1.2.4)

By looking above we see that (1.2.3) is dependant only on Eω,y and, thus, Eω,y is
decoupled from Eω,x and Eω,z . Whereas, (1.2.2) and (1.2.4) are coupled; dependant
on both Eω,x and Eω,z . This is no surprise since any solution to (1.1.13) is a linear
superposition of TE (transverse electric) mode, Eω,y j, and TM (transverse magnetic)
mode, Eω,x i + Eω,z k [4]. In the TE case, (1.2.3) can be rewritten as
∇2 Eω,y (x, ω) + n2 (x, ω)

ω2
Eω,y (x, ω) = 0,
c2

x = (x, z),

(1.2.5)

which is known as the two-dimensional stationary Schrodinger equation.

1.3

The Interface

From this point further we will only be interested in the TE case. Only considering
a single frequency ω = ω0 , we reformulate (1.2.5) as
∇2 Ψ(x, z) + q(x, z)Ψ(x, z) = 0

(1.3.1)

9

where
Ψ(x, z) = Eω,y (x, ω0 ) and q(x, z) = n2 (x, z)

ω02
.
c2

(1.3.2)

The function q(x, z) is a piecewise continuous quantum potential function of z for
z ≥ 0 and z ≤ 0.

Figure 1-1. The interface configuration in the two-dimensional xz-plane
of the two planar waveguides of widths ρ− and ρ+ .
As seen in Figure 1-1 the interface at z = 0 divides the plane R2 into two subdomains D− and D+ . Such sub-domains corresponding to the left and right of the
interface are respectively defined by
D− = {(x, z) ∈ R2 : z ≤ 0} and D+ = {(x, z) ∈ R2 : z ≥ 0}.
The domains D− and D+ intersect at the line z = 0, which corresponds to the
interface. Continuing in this manner we define

q + (x), for z ≥ 0
q(x, z) =
q − (x), for z ≤ 0

(1.3.3)

and

Ψ+ (x, z), for (x, z) ∈ D+
Ψ(x, z) =
Ψ− (x, z), for (x, z) ∈ D− .

(1.3.4)

10

+
−
We assume henceforth that lim|x|→∞ q + (x) = q∞
> 0 and lim|x|→∞ q − (x) = q∞
> 0.

Furthermore, from (1.3.1) we now have two homogeneous partial differential equations:
∇2 Ψ+ (x, z) + q + (x)Ψ+ (x, z) = 0,

(x, z) ∈ D+

(1.3.5)

∇2 Ψ− (x, z) + q − (x)Ψ− (x, z) = 0,

(x, z) ∈ D−

(1.3.6)

and

subject to the decaying boundary conditions:
Ψ− , Ψ+ → 0 as |x| → ∞.

(1.3.7)

Due to the geometric configuration of our problem, we reduce the two-dimensional
stationary Schrodinger equations, (1.3.5) and (1.3.6), to one-dimensional eigenvalue
problems in the next section.

1.4

Separation of Variables and Eigenvalue Problems

In this section we discuss the method of separation of variables in applications to
(1.3.5). Separating variables x and z, we look for particular solutions Ψ+ (x, z) =
Ψ+
p (x, z) of (1.3.5) in the form
Ψ+
p (x, z) = Φ(x)θ(z),

(1.4.1)

where we suppress the superscript for functions Φ(x) and θ(z), as well as for potential
q(x) to the right of the interface. A similar procedure can be developed for (1.3.6) to
the left of the interface. Substituting Ψ+
p (x, z) into (1.3.5) we obtain
 2

 2

d
1
d
1
Φ(x) + q(x)Φ(x) = −
θ(z) .
Φ(x) dx2
θ(z) dz 2

(1.4.2)

11

Since x and z are independent, the left-hand-side and the right-hand-side of (1.4.2)
must be constant in x and z. That is
d2
θ(z) + λθ(z) = 0
dz 2

(1.4.3)

d2
Φ(x) + q(x)Φ(x) = λΦ(x)
dx2

(1.4.4)

and

where λ is a constant parameter.
The problem (1.4.4) defines the spectrum of the linear operator L:
L=

d2
+ q(x)
dx2

(1.4.5)

on L2 (R). The spectrum of L consists of continuous, λ, and discrete, λj , eigenvalues
which can be found by solving the following equations respectively [1]:
LΦ(x, λ) = λΦ(x, λ),

λ∈R

(1.4.6)

and
LΦj (x) = λj Φj (x),

j = 1, 2, ..., m.

(1.4.7)

Since lim|x|→∞ |q(x)| = q∞ and q(x) is a compact potential, the continuous spectrum is located for [13][16]:
LC = {λ ∈ R : λ ≤ q∞ }.

(1.4.8)

The discrete spectrum is finite-dimensional (m < ∞) and it is located for [13][16]:
LD = {λj ∈ R : q∞ < λj < q0 , j = 1, 2, ..., m},
where q0 = q(0).

(1.4.9)

12

Figure 1-2. sp(L): The spectrum of the operator L consists of the edge
modes, λ < 0, the radiation modes, 0 ≤ λ ≤ q∞ , and the waveguide
modes q∞ < λ < q0 .
Referring to Figure 1-2, we see that

βR , if λ = {λj }m or 0 ≤ λ ≤ q∞
√
j=1
β≡ λ=
iβ , if λ < 0.
I

(1.4.10)

Now we construct solutions to (1.4.3) with λ = β 2 . Solving this equation we see
that a general solution is defined by
θ(z) = ce−iβz + deiβz

(1.4.11)

where c and d are arbitrary constants. With the use of the Fourier transform (1.1.9)
we define
θ(z, t) = θ(z)e−iω0 t = ce−i(βz+ω0 t) + dei(βz−ω0 t) ,

ω0 > 0

(1.4.12)

which allows us to conclude that ce−iβz represents a wave moving from the right to
the left while deiβz represents a wave moving from the left to the right. This brings
us to the following general solution for (1.3.5) or (1.3.6)
Ψ(x, z) =

X

cλ Φλ (x)e−iβz +

sp(L)

where cλ and dλ are arbitrary constants,

X

dλ Φλ (x)eiβz ,

(1.4.13)

R q∞

dλ, and Φλ (x) are

sp(L)

P

sp(L)

≡

Pm

j=1

+

eigenfunctions of the discrete and continuous spectrum of L.

−∞

13

Following from (1.4.13) and the above discussion we can now describe the general
solution to both (1.3.5) and (1.3.6). To the left of the interface:
−

−

Ψ (x, z) =

m
X

−iβj− z
−
c−
j Φj (x)e

0

Z

−

c− (λ)Φ− (x, λ)eβI (λ)z dλ +

+
−∞

j=1
−
q∞

Z
+

−

−
−iβR
(λ)z

c− (λ)Φ− (x, λ)e

dλ +

0

m
X

−

iβj
−
d−
j Φj (x)e

z

(1.4.14)

j=1

where the last term represents the incident wave propagating from left to right and the
first three terms represent the reflected wave propagating from right to left. We have
set d− (λ) = 0, assuming that the incident wave is superposed by trapped waveguide
modes. To the right of the interface:
+

+

Ψ (x, z) =

m
X

iβj+ z
+
d+
j Φj (x)e

Z

0

+

+

d+ (λ)Φ+ (x, λ)e−βI (λ)z dλ +

−∞

j=1

Z

+
q∞

+

+

d+ (λ)Φ+ (x, λ)eiβR (λ)z dλ

(1.4.15)

0
−
which defines the transmitted wave traveling from left to right. We call c−
j and c (λ)
−
+
the reflected wave coefficients, d+
j and d (λ) the transmitted wave coefficients and dj

is the incident wave coefficient.

1.5

Energy Flux

Here we consider the energy flux through the interface of two planar waveguides,
given by Poynting’s theorem1 . When the electromagnetic wave is periodic in time t
with period T , the energy flux satisfies the balance equation [6][22]
∇ · S0 = 0,
1

John Henry Poynting (1852-1914).

(1.5.1)
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where S0 is the time averaging Poynting vector defined as
Z
1 T
S0 =
S(x, t)dt, S = E × H.
T 0

(1.5.2)

The Poynting vector S(x, t) represents the time-periodic energy flow through the
dielectric material. Recall in the TE case that the electric and magnetic field vectors
are defined respectively as
E(x, t) = Ey (x, t)j and H(x, t) = Hx (x, t)i + Hz (x, t)k

(1.5.3)

then from (1.5.1)
∂
∂
(S0,x ) +
(S0,z ) = 0.
∂x
∂z

(1.5.4)

Integrating (1.5.4) with respect to transverse variable x and using the decaying boundary conditions (1.3.7), we find that

Z ∞
∂
(S0,z ) dx = 0.
∂z −∞

(1.5.5)

implying that
Z

∞

(S0,z ) dx = C

(1.5.6)

−∞

where C is a constant in z. As a result, (1.5.6) defines the time-averaging energy
flux, accumulative through the x-cross section, which remains constant along the
z-interface. To further investigate this integral we must define Ey and Hx in the
frequency domain. Using complex amplitudes and recalling that we are dealing with
a single frequency ω0 we define
Ey =


1 
Ψ(x, z)e−iω0 t + Ψ(x, z)eiω0 t
2π

(1.5.7)

Hx =


1 
Ω(x, z)e−iω0 t + Ω(x, z)eiω0 t .
2π

(1.5.8)

and

15

where Eω,y (x, ω0 ) = Ψ(x, z) as in (1.3.2) and Hω,x (x, ω0 ) = Ω(x, z).
Using (1.5.3), (1.5.7) and (1.5.8), we express the energy flux S0,z as
S0,z

1
=
T

T

Z

Ey Hx dt = ΨΩ + ΨΩ.

(1.5.9)

0

To express S0,z in terms of Ψ, we look for a relation between the electric field Ψ and
the magnetic field Ω. We rewrite Maxwell’s equations, specifically (1.1.1) and (1.1.5),
for (1.5.3):
∂Ey
∂Hx
= −µ0
.
∂z
∂t

(1.5.10)

In the frequency domain, we use (1.5.7) and (1.5.8) to reduce (1.5.10) to the relation
Ω=

1 ∂Ψ
.
iµ0 ω0 ∂z

(1.5.11)

The continunity of the electric field Ψ and magnetic field Ω at the interface z = 0
implies the following matching conditions at z = 0:
Ψ− (x, 0) = Ψ+ (x, 0),

∂Ψ−
∂Ψ+
(x, 0) =
(x, 0).
∂z
∂z

(1.5.12)

The Poynting theorem (1.5.6), with the use of (1.5.9) and Eq(1.5.12), reduces to the
form
Z

∞

−∞

(S0,z ) dx = hΩ, Ψi + hΨ, Ωi




i
∂Ψ
i
∂Ψ
=
,Ψ −
Ψ,
µ0 ω0 ∂z
µ0 ω0
∂z

(1.5.13)

where
Z

∞

hf, gi =

f (x, z)g(x, z)dx.

(1.5.14)

−∞

From (1.5.6) we conclude that (1.5.13) is constant in z and thus, constant across the
interface.

Chapter 2
Numerical Algorithm: Periodic
Boundary Conditions
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter we explore the Finite-Difference Frequency-Domain (FDFD) method
to solve the spectral problem (1.4.4) for the one-dimensional Schrodinger operator.
The spectral problem (1.4.4) has strictly real eigenvalues λ on the real axis x ∈ R.
The spectrum consists of isolated eigenvalues of the discrete spectrum and the continuous spectrum. We develop a numerical algorithm based on spectral decompositions
for the one-dimensional Schrodinger operators, diagonalization formulae, and linear
algebra solutions. By solving a set of linear equations at the interface between two
planar waveguides, we construct the numerical solution which displays a full picture
of electric and magnetic field distributions in each waveguide. Numerical approximations of reflected, incident and transmitted wave intensities are also found from the
numerical solution.
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2.2

Finite-Difference Frequency-Domain Method

The finite-difference approximation of the differential equation is obtained at a number of mesh points in the interval of integration thereby converting the differential
equation to a set of simultaneous algebraic equations. The set of algebraic equations
is linear (or nonlinear) if the differential equation is linear (or nonlinear).
After a separation of variables, discussed in the previous chapter, we are left with
(1.4.4), solving for real eigenvalues λ:
 2

d
+ q(x) Φ(x) = λΦ(x),
dx2

x ∈ R.

(2.2.1)

This equation must be solved separately to the left and right of the interface, when
q = q ± (x) and Φ = Φ± (x).
We approximate the spectral problem, (2.2.1), on a finite interval −M ≤ x ≤ M ,
subject to the periodic boundary conditions:
Φ0 (−M ) = Φ0 (M ).

Φ(−M ) = Φ(M ),

(2.2.2)

The piecewise continuous quantum potential function q(x) is defined by

q∞ , for |x| ≥ ρ
q(x) =
q , for |x| < ρ,

(2.2.3)

0

where ρ is the width of the corresponding waveguide. Hence q∞ is the dielectric
constant (refractive index) outside the waveguide and q0 is the dielectric constant
(refractive index) inside the waveguide.
To derive the finite-difference equations, from (2.2.1), the interval of integration
[−M, M ] is divided into 2N equal parts of width h =

M −(−M )
2N −0

=

2M
2N

=

implies that x0 = −M and x2N = M are the boundary mesh points, and
xn = −M + nh,

n = 1, 2, ..., (2N − 1)

M
.
N

This
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are the interior mesh points. Let Φn denote a numerical approximation for Φ(xn ).
We use the central difference formula for second derivative Φ00 (xn ) [11]:
Φ00 (xn ) ≈

Φn+1 + Φn−1 − 2Φn
+ O(h2 ).
2
h

(2.2.4)

When the truncation error is neglected, the finite-difference approximation of the
above differential equation at x = xn is given by
Φn+1 + Φn−1 − 2Φn
+ qn Φn = λΦn ,
h2

n = 1, 2, ..., 2N − 1, 2N

(2.2.5)

where qn = q(xn ). Multiplying (2.2.5) by h2 , we derive the linear system of equations
Φn+1 + Φn−1 + Φn (h2 qn − 2) = λh2 Φn ,

n = 1, 2, ..., 2N − 1, 2N.

(2.2.6)

It can be seen that Φ0 appears on the left-hand side of (2.2.6) for n = 1 and Φ2N +1
appears on the left-hand side of the above equation for n = 2N . It follows from the
periodic boundary conditions that Φ0 = Φ2N and Φ2N +1 = Φ1 , such that the system
given by (2.2.6) can be closed at n = 1 and n = 2N with two equations:
Φ2 + Φ2N + Φ1 (h2 q1 − 2) = λh2 Φ1

(2.2.7)

Φ2N −1 + Φ1 + Φ2N (h2 q2N − 2) = λh2 Φ2N .

(2.2.8)

Equations (2.2.6)-(2.2.8) represent a system of 2N equations in 2N unknowns
Φ1 , Φ2 , ..., Φ2N . Recalling that q(x) is a known function of x then the coefficients of Φn
can be computed. Thus, equations (2.2.6)-(2.2.8) can be solved by using numerical
linear algebra. In fact, the above system can be expressed as a linear eigenvalue
problem in the following form
AΦ = λh2 Φ

(2.2.9)
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where








A=






Q1

1

0

1

Q2

1

0
..
.

1

0
1

0



...

1

0

...

Q3

1
..
.

0...

...

1

Q2N −1

...

0

1




0 
Φ

1






0 
Φ
 2
,Φ =  . 
.. 
 .. 
. 





1 
Φ2N

Q2N

and
Qn = h2 qn − 2,

n = 1, 2, ..., 2N.

We notice that the matrix A is symmetric; such that all eigenvalues λ are real-valued
and the eigenvectors Φ are orthogonal for distinct eigenvalues λ [13].

2.3

Solving the System away from the Interface

Using (2.2.9) discussed in the previous section we arrive at the following eigenvalue
problem to the left and right of the interface respectively:
− 2 −
A− Φ−
j = λj h Φj ,

j = 1, 2, ...2N

(2.3.1)

+ 2 +
A+ Φ+
j = λj h Φj ,

j = 1, 2, ...2N.

(2.3.2)

and

Since A± are symmetric matrices, they define two orthonormal bases for R2N consist2N
ing of eigenvectors{Φ±
j }j=1 with respect to the inner product:

hf, gi =

2N
X

fj gj

(2.3.3)

j=1
2N
for all f and g. For each orthonormal basis of eigenvectors {Φ±
j }j=1 , there exists
±
2N
a set of eigenvalues {λ±
j }j=1 where λj ∈ R. We arrive at the following orthogonal
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diagonalization formulas:
−
−
T −
−
−
D− = Q−1
− A Q− = Q− A Q− = diag{λ1 , λ2 , ..., λ2N }

(2.3.4)

+
+
T +
+
+
D+ = Q−1
+ A Q+ = Q+ A Q+ = diag{λ1 , λ2 , ..., λ2N }

(2.3.5)

+
where Q− and Q+ are the 2N x 2N matrices whose jth column is Φ−
j and Φj

respectively. Hence we assume that the orthogonality relations
−
Φ−
= δij ,
i , Φj

+
Φ+
= δij
i , Φj

(2.3.6)

2N
are satisfied for the respective orthonormal basis {Φ±
j }j=1 .

2.4

Matching Conditions at the Interface

We now describe the spectral decomposition formulas for the systems on the left and
right of the interface.

2.4.1

Left of the interface: z < 0

According to (1.4.14) and using (2.3.1), to construct the spectrum of the operator L
for z < 0, the FDFD method produces the following linear decomposition formula
−

Ψ =

2N
X
j=1

−iβj− z
aj Φ−
j e

+

2N
X

+iβj− z
,
cj Φ−
j e

βj−

=

q

λ−
j ,

(2.4.1)

j=1

where the first sum corresponds to the reflected wave and the second sum corresponds
to the incident wave. Therefore, aj and cj are referred to as the discretized reflected
and incident wave coefficients for j = 1, 2, ..., 2N . Since the incident wave is supposed
to be a superposition of trapped waveguide modes of the discrete spectrum, we set
−
cj = 0 for all λ−
j ≤ q∞ .
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−
Some eigenvalues, λ−
j , are positive and some eigenvalues, λj are negative. Hence,
−
−
−
−
we order eigenvalues as: λ−
1 ≤ λ2 ≤ ... ≤ λN − , where λN − < 0, and λN − +1 ≤
−
−
λ−
N − +2 ≤ ... ≤ λ2N , where λN − +1 ≥ 0. The negative eigenvalues correspond to edge

modes, while the positive eigenvalues correspond to radiation and waveguide modes.

2.4.2

Right of the interface: z > 0

According to (1.4.14) and using (2.3.2) to construct the spectrum of the operator L
for z > 0, the FDFD method produces the following linear decomposition formula
+

Ψ =

2N
X

+iβj+ z
bj Φ+
,
j e

βj+

=

q

λ+
j ,

(2.4.2)

j=1

which corresponds to the transmitted wave. Therefore, bj represents the discretized
transmitted wave coefficients for j = 1, 2, ..., 2N . Again, we order eigenvalues as
+
+
+
+
+
+
λ+
1 ≤ λ2 ≤ ... ≤ λN + , where λN + < 0, and λN + +1 ≤ λN + +2 ≤ ... ≤ λ2N , where

λ−
N + +1 ≥ 0.

2.4.3

At the interface: z = 0

At the interface, z = 0, we have the continuity equations given by (1.5.12) which
yield a system of linear equations for coefficients aj , bj :
2N
X

cj Φ−
j

+

j=1
2N
X
j=1

βj− cj Φ−
j

2N
X

aj Φ−
j

=

j=1

−

2N
X
j=1

βj− aj Φ−
j

2N
X

bj Φ+
j

(2.4.3)

j=1

=

2N
X

βj+ bj Φ+
j .

(2.4.4)

j=1

Equations (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) yield a system of 2N equations and 2N unknowns. The
solution of the system for the reflected and transmitted wave coefficients, {aj }2N
j=1 and
{bj }2N
j=1 is described in the next section.
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2.5

Solutions of the Interface Equations

In order to solve the system of equations (2.4.3)-(2.4.4), we use projection operators
+
Pk , associated with the eigenvector Φ+
k of the matrix A :

+
Pk (f) = Φ+
k Φk , f ,

f ∈ R2N ,

k = 1, 2, ..., 2N.

(2.5.1)

Applying the projection operator to (2.4.3), (2.4.4) and using the orthonormality
conditions given by (2.3.6), we rewrite the system of linear equations (2.4.3)-(2.4.4)
in the form:
2N
X

cj

−
Φ+
k , Φj

+

2N
X

j=1
2N
X

βj− cj

−
aj Φ+
= bk
k , Φj

(2.5.2)

j=1
−
Φ+
k , Φj

−

j=1

2N
X

−
βj− aj Φ+
= βk+ bk .
k , Φj

(2.5.3)

j=1

2N
We solve this system for coefficients {aj }2N
j=1 and {bj }j=1 . Eliminating bk from

(2.5.2) and (2.5.3), we find that the coefficients {aj }2N
j=1 solve the linear system:
2N
X

aj (βk+ + βj− )

−
Φ+
k , Φj

j=1

=−

2n
X

−
cj (βk+ − βj− ) Φ+
k , Φj ,

k = 1, 2, ..., 2N. (2.5.4)

j=1

To simplify the system, we use the matrix-vector form of (2.5.4):
Ba = g

(2.5.5)

where B is a 2N × 2N matrix defined by
−
Bk,j = (βk+ + βj− ) Φ+
k , Φj ,

j, k = 1, 2, ..., 2N,

(2.5.6)

g is 2N -dimensional vector written as
gk = −

2N
X
j=1

−
cj (βk+ − βj− ) Φ+
k , Φj ,

k = 1, 2, ..., 2N,

(2.5.7)
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and a = (a1 , a2 , ..., a2N )T is the vector of reflection coefficients. Following from (2.3.4)
and (2.3.5), we can define
√
B=

√
D+ QT+ Q− + QT+ Q− D−

(2.5.8)

and
g=−

√

where c = (c1 , c2 , ..., c2N )T and

√

√ 
D+ QT+ Q− − QT+ Q− D− c

(2.5.9)

D± are diagonal matrices whose square are matrices

D± in equations (2.3.4)-(2.3.5).
An unique solution of (2.5.5) exists if and only if the matrix B is nonsingular. If
B is singular, then the step size h must be modified. For example, if the waveguides
−
+
−
are identical, i.e. A+ = A− , Φ+
j = Φj and λj = λj for all j = 1, 2, ..., 2N , then we

see that
+
Bk,j = (βk+ + βj+ ) Φ+
= 2βk+ δkj .
k , Φj

(2.5.10)

In this case, B becomes a singular matrix if A+ = A− has a zero eigenvalue among
−
+
the eigenvalues λ+
j = λj . When the step size h is modified, the eigenvalues λj shift

according to standard perturbation theory and the zero eigenvalue is removed. Hence,
a small perturbation in h forces B to become nonsingular and, therefore, invertible,
which allows us to solve (2.5.5). When B is nonsingular, a unique solution of (2.5.5)
is defined by
a = B −1 g.

(2.5.11)

The solution (2.5.11) represents the entire set of reflection coefficients {aj }2N
j=1 .
Using the set of reflection coefficients, {aj }2N
j=1 , we can solve for the transmission
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T
coefficients {bj }2N
j=1 in the vector b = (b1 , b2 , ..., b2N ) . This is completed by repre-

senting (2.5.2) as the vector-matrix equation:
b = E(a + c)

(2.5.12)

where
−
Ek,j = Φ+
k , Φj ,

j, k = 1, 2, ..., 2N.

(2.5.13)

Again, resulting from (2.3.4) and (2.3.5), we define E = QT+ Q− .
Together with the vectors a, b and c of reflected, transmitted and incident wave
coefficients along with the spectrum of eigenvalues λ± we recover, from equations
(2.4.1) and (2.4.2), vector solutions Ψ− (z) and Ψ+ (z) to the left and right of the
interface z = 0. We combine these vector representations to construct plots of the
entire surface Ψ(x, z), showing transmission of light across the interface. Several plots
are displayed in section 2.7.

2.6

The Conservation Law

Using Poynting’s theorem, given by (1.5.13), we exploit conservation of incident,
reflected and transmitted wave intensities across the interface. Using the trapezoidal
rule and neglecting the global truncation error of order O(h2 ), we express the averaged
energy flux in (1.5.13) to the left and right of the interface:
Z ∞
i
z<0:
S0,z dx ≈ −
(P − − P − )
µ
ω
0 0
−∞

(2.6.1)

and
Z

∞

S0,z dx ≈ −

z>0:
−∞

i
(P + − P + )
µ0 ω0

(2.6.2)

dΨ+
Ψ ,
dz

(2.6.3)

where
P

−


=

dΨ−
Ψ ,
dz
−


,P

+


=

+
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and the vector inner products are defined by (2.3.3).
From (2.6.1), to the left of the interface, we compute the inner product P − as
follows:
P

−

=

2N X
2N D
X

−

−

aj eiβj z + cj e−iβj

z





E
− −iβk− z
− iβk− z
−
,
−ia
β
e
+
ic
β
e
Φ
Φ−
k
k
j
k
k
k

j=1 k=1

=

2N X
2N 
X

−
−
−iaj ak βk− eiβj z−iβk z

+

−
−
iaj ck βk− eiβj z+iβk z



−
Φ−
j , Φk +

j=1 k=1



−

+ −icj ak βk− e−iβj
=

+

2N 
X
k=1
2N 
X

z−iβk− z

−

+ icj ck βk− e−iβj

−
−
−i|ak |2 βk− eiβk z−iβk z

+

−
−
−ick ak βk− e−iβk z−iβk z

z+iβk− z



−
−
iak ck βk− eiβk z+iβk z

+

−
Φ−
j , Φk



+

−
−
i|ck |2 βk− e−iβk z+iβk z



(2.6.4)

k=1

where the orthonormality condition defined by (2.3.6) is used. Recalling that ck = 0
for all λ−
k ≤ q∞ , then following (2.6.4), we arrive at the following constant quantity
to the left of the interface:
2N
2 X −
i
−
−
β (|ck |2 − |ak |2 ) = Iin − Iref = C −
(P − P ) =
−
µ0 ω0
µ0 ω0 k=1 k
|{z}

(2.6.5)

λ−
k >0

where C − is a constant in z and the incident and reflected wave intensities are defined
by:
2N
2 X − 2
β |ck |
Iin =
µ0 ω0 k=1 k
|{z}

and

λ−
k >0

Iref

2N
2 X −
=
β |ak |2
µ0 ω0 k=1 k
|{z}

(2.6.6)

λ−
k >0

respectively. We observe from (2.6.5) that the trapezoidal rule for the finite-difference
R∞
approximation preserves conservation of −∞ (S0,z ) dx in z. From (2.6.6) we define
the energy density of the reflected waves as:
Ek− =

2 −
β |ak |2 .
µ0 ω0 k

(2.6.7)
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From (2.6.2) to the right of the interface, we compute the inner product P + as
follows:
P

+

=

2N X
2N D
X

−iβj+ z

bj e

+ iβk+ z +
Φ+
Φk
j , ibk βk e

E

j=1 k=1

=

2N X
2N 
X

+

+

ibj bk βk+ e−iβj z+iβk z



−
Φ−
j , Φk

j=1 k=1

=

2N
X

+

+

i|bk |2 βk+ e−iβj z+iβk z

(2.6.8)

k=1

where the same orthonormality condition (2.3.6) is used. Using (2.6.2) we find the
constant quantity to the right of the interface:
−

2N
2 X + 2
i
(P + − P + ) =
β |bk | = Itrans = C +
µ0 ω0
µ0 ω0 k=1 k
|{z}

(2.6.9)

λ+
k >0

where C + a constant in z and Itrans is the transmitted wave intensity. From (2.6.9)
we define the energy density of the transmitted waves as:
Ek+ =

2 + 2
β |bk | .
µ0 ω0 k

(2.6.10)

We prove numerically that C − = C + , such that the conservation law across the
interface holds:
Iin = Iref + Itrans .

(2.6.11)

By further normalizing the reflected and transmitted wave intensities as,
R=

Iref
Iin

and

T =

Itrans
Iin

(2.6.12)

we rewrite (2.6.11) in the form
1 = R + T.

(2.6.13)

Here R is referred to as the reflectance and T is referred to as the transmittance.
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2.7

Visualization of Particular Solutions

Here we verify our numerical results by simulating different waveguide configurations. For each simulation, we construct the eigenvalue spectrum as well as threedimensional plots of the electric and magnetic field distributions in each waveguide.
We also confirm conservation of energy, given by (2.6.13). The numerical results use
the following list of parameters in Table 2-1.
Symbol

Definition

ρ−

width of W −

ρ+

width of W +

q0−

refractive index of W −

q0+

refractive index of W +

R

reflectance

T

transmittance

Table 2-1. The first four variables are the varying input parameters while
the last two variables are specific output values. Notations W − and W +
represent the waveguide to the left and right of the interface respectively.
We use a uniform grid for the domain
D = D− ∪ D+ = {(x, z) : −αx ≤ x ≤ αx , −αz ≤ z ≤ αz },
with a mesh size h (chosen independently for each simulation) for both the x and
z axes. To understand our algorithm and numerical results, we compute the wave
transmission for two different waveguide configurations: for varying
and for fixed

ρ+
ρ−

and varying

q0+
.
q0−

ρ+
ρ−

and fixed

q0+
q0−

In each case, we assume that the refractive index of

±
air, outside each waveguide is 1, i.e. q∞
= 1.
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2.7.1

Varying ρ+ , fixed q0+

Here we assume that both waveguides, W − and W + , are engineered from identical
materials and hence, have exactly the same refractive index; q0+ = q0− = 2. Using the
domain D with αx = αz = 30 we construct a two-dimensional grid with mesh size
h=

3
.
20

We study how the reflectance and transmittance change with varying width

ρ+ of waveguide W + with respect to the width ρ− of waveguide W − . The latter is
kept constant at ρ− = 1. The results of several computations are shown in Table 2-2.

R

0.0000

0.0023

0.0050

0.0050

0.0034

0.0034

0.0033

0.0034

0.0034

T

1.0000

0.9977

0.9950

0.9950

0.9966

0.9966

0.9967

0.9967

0.9967

ρ+

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Table 2-2. Reflectance R and Transmittance T versus ρ+ , for fixed ρ− = 1
and q0− = q0+ = 2.
The reflectance R remains small compared to transmittance T . Therefore transmitted modes to the right of the interface have a significantly higher energy density
(as it is defined by the Poynting vector) than the reflected modes to the left of the interface. As ρ+ → ∞, R approaches asymptotically to a constant value R∞ = 0.0034,
while T approaches to a constant value T∞ = 0.9967. However, the balance equation
(2.6.13) is satisfied in each computation. The graphs of T and R are shown in Figure
2-1(a) and 2-1(b).
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Figure 2-1(a). Transmittance T versus the width ρ+ of the waveguide
W + . At each value of ρ+ , T = 1 − R.

Figure 2-1(b). Reflectance R versus the width ρ+ of the waveguide W + .
At each value of ρ+ , R = 1 − T .
Next we fix specific parameters from Table 2-2: q0− = q0+ = 2, ρ− = 1 and ρ+ = 2;
i.e. we consider the interface between two planar waveguides with quantum potential
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functions

1, for |x| ≥ 1
q − (x) =
,
2, for |x| < 1


1, for |x| ≥ 2
q + (x) =
,
2, for |x| < 2

(2.7.1)

to the left and right of the interface. Using Figure 1-2, we can predict the spectrum
of eigenvalues λ− and λ+ . Since we are only concerned in radiation modes of the
±
continuous spectrum, 0 ≤ λ± ≤ q∞
, and waveguide modes of the discrete spectrum,
±
< λ± < q0± , we remove the edge modes of the continuous spectrum, λ± < 0, from
q∞

the remaining figures. The energy density of the radiation and waveguide modes is
defined by (2.6.7) and (2.6.10). The energy spectrum is shown in Figure 2-2(a) and
2-2(b).

2-2(a). Energy spectrum for reflected radiation modes. The discrete spec−
trum consists of only one waveguide mode λ−
1 = 1.4437 with E1 = 0.0049.
From Figure 2-2(a) and 2-2(b), we see that our numerical computations confirm
analytic predictions. Indeed, the radiation modes of the continuous spectrum are
located in the intervals 0 ≤ λ− ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ λ+ ≤ 1. The waveguide modes of the
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discrete spectrum are located in the intervals 1 < λ− < 2 and 1 < λ+ < 2. We also
examine the relationship between reflectance, transmittance and energy density of
the largest excited waveguide modes to the left and right of the interface.

2-2(b). Energy spectrum of transmitted radiation modes. The discrete
+
spectrum consists of two waveguides modes λ+
1 = 1.7395 and λ2 = 1.1115
with the energy density E1+ = 2.3913 and E2+ = 0 respectively.
Due to the small reflectance, R∞ = 0.0034, the largest excited waveguide mode to the
−
left of the interface, λ−
1 = 1.4437, has a relatively small density, E1 = 0.0049. This

opposes the largest excited waveguide mode to the right of the interface , λ+
1 = 1.7395,
which has the large energy density, E1+ = 2.3913, since transmittance, T∞ = 0.9967,
is much larger. We also mention that the energy density of reflected radiation modes,
seen in Figure 2-2(a), is much smaller O(10−4 ), compared to that of transmitted
radiation modes, seen in Figure 2-2(b).
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We also construct three-dimensional plots of this simulation for Ψ− (x, z) and
Ψ+ (x, z) in equations (2.4.1) and (2.4.2). By combining Ψ− and Ψ+ on the twodimensional grid of the domains D− and D+ in the (x, z)-plane, we present threedimensional plots seen on Figure 2-3(a) and 2-3(b).

Figure 2-3(a). Visualization of the interface between two planar waveguides with parameters: q0− = q0+ = 2, ρ− = 1 and ρ+ = 2.
From Figure 2-3(a), we observe that the electromagnetic wave becomes a standing
wave to the left of the interface due to reflection from the interface; in spite of the
fact that reflectance R is small. Right of the interface, the periodic structure of
the electromagnetic wave is due to the superpostion of transmitted waveguide mode
+
λ+
1 = 1.7395 and radiation modes at 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. Due to the interface configuration
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radiating waves from artificial boundary-reflected waveguides are observed but are
minimal, seen in Figure 2-3(b).

Figure 2-3(b). An elevated viewpoint of radiating waves at the interface
between two planar waveguides with parameters: q0− = q0+ = 2, ρ− = 1
and ρ+ = 2.

2.7.2

Varying q0+ , fixed ρ+

In this section, we assume that the two planar waveguides, W − and W + are engineered
from different materials and, therefore, the refractive index of each waveguide will
not remain constant, as in the previous section. The geometric configuration of the
interface problem is defined by the domain D with αx = αz = 30. The remaining
parameters are defined by h =

3
,
10

ρ− = 1 and ρ+ = 2. We study how the reflectance
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and transmittance change with varying refractive index q0+ of waveguide W + with
respect to the refractive index q0− of waveguide W − . The latter is kept constant at
q0− = 2. The results of several computations are shown in Table 2-3.
R

0.0018

0.0213

0.0484

0.0754

0.1005

0.1232

0.1437

0.1618

0.1771

T

0.9982

0.9787

0.9516

0.9246

0.8995

0.8768

0.8563

0.8382

0.8229

q0+

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Table 2-3. Reflectance R and Transmittance T versus q0+ , for fixed q0− = 2,
ρ− = 1 and ρ+ = 2.
From Table 2-3 and Figure 2-4, we see that the reflectance remains generally small,
as opposed to the transmittance, but is significantly larger than the case of q0− = q0+ .
The reflectance increases, and hence, the transmittance decreases with larger ratios
q0+
.
q0−

Still the transmitted modes to the right of the interface have a higher energy

density than the reflected modes to the left of the interface. The balance equation
(2.6.13) is still preserved at each computation.

Figure 2-4. Reflectance R and transmittance T versus the refractive index
q0+ of the waveguide W + . At each value of q0+ 1 = R + T .
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Again, we now fix specific parameters from Table 2-3: ρ− = 1, ρ+ = 2, q0− = 1 and
q0+ = 4; i.e. we consider the interface between two planar waveguides with quantum
potential functions

1, for |x| ≥ 1
−
q (x) =
,
2, for |x| < 1


1, for |x| ≥ 2
+
q (x) =
,
4, for |x| < 2

(2.7.2)

to the left and right of the interface. Using Figure 1-2, we can predict the spectrum of
eigenvalues λ− and λ+ . Once again, we are only concerned in radiation modes of the
±
continuous spectrum, 0 ≤ λ± ≤ q∞
, and waveguide modes of the discrete spectrum,
±
q∞
< λ± < q0± . Therefore we remove the edge modes of the continuous spectrum,

λ± < 0, from the remaining figures. The energy spectrum is shown on Figure 2-5(a)
and 2-5(b).

Figure 2-5(a). Energy spectrum for reflected radiation modes. The discrete spectrum consists of only one waveguide mode: λ−
1 = 1.4794 with
−
E1 = 0.1091.
Comparing Table 2-3 with Table 2-2, we observe that the transmittance remains
consistently higher than the reflectance in Table 2-3, but is lower than in Table 2-2.
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Indeed, the largest excited waveguide mode to the right of the interface, λ+
1 = 3.6238,
does in fact have a significantly higher density, E1+ = 2.2698 than the corresponding
−
waveguide mode to the left of the interface, λ−
1 = 1.4794 with E1 = 0.1091. However,

we observe that E1+ is smaller, while E1− is larger than in the case of q0+ = q0− .

Figure 2-5(b). Energy spectrum for transmitted radiation modes. The
+
discrete spectrum consists of three waveguide modes: λ+
1 = 3.6238, λ2 =
+
2.5544 and λ+
3 = 1.1270 with the corresponding energy densities: E1 =
+
+
2.2698, E2 = 0 and E3 = 0.0268.
We conclude that varying the ratio

q0+
q0−

and fixing the ratio

effect on reflectance and transmittance than varying the ratio
q0+
q0−

ρ+
ρ−

ρ+
ρ−

has a much larger

and fixing the ratio

. That is, by increasing the refractive index q0+ of the waveguide W + results in an

significant increase of the reflectance and a decrease of the transmittance. Hence, in
the infinite limit, the two curves seen in Figure 2-4 will approach one another.
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We again construct three-dimensional plots of this simulation for Ψ− (x, z) and
Ψ+ (x, z) in equations (2.4.1) and (2.4.2). By combining Ψ− and Ψ+ on the twodimensional grid of the domains D− and D+ in the (x, z)-plane, we present threedimensional plots shown in Figure 2-6(a) and 2-6(b).

Figure 2-6(a). Visualization of the interface between two planar waveguides with parameters: ρ− = 1, ρ+ = 2, q0− = 2 and q0+ = 4.
From Figure 2-6(a), we observe that the electromagnetic wave becomes a standing
wave to the left of the interface due to reflection from the interface; in spite of the
fact that reflectance R remains small. Right of the interface, the periodic structure of
the electromagnetic wave is due to the superpostion of transmitted waveguide modes;
+
+
λ+
1 = 3.6283 and λ3 = 1.1270 as well as radiation modes at 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. We see
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from Figure 2.6(b), the increased presence of radiating waves from artificial boundaryreflected waveguides and that radiation, due to this waveguide configuration, is much
stronger than in the previous configuration. In comparing with Figure 2.3(b), we
conclude; the higher the refractive index of the waveguide W + the larger the amount
of radiation present.

Figure 2-6(b). An elevating viewpoint of radiating waves at the interface
between two planar waveguides with parameters: ρ− = 1, ρ+ = 2, q0− = 2
and q0+ = 4.

Chapter 3
Numerical Algorithm with
Absorbing Layers
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter we modify the FDFD method with an absorbing layer, which absorbs
outgoing waves from artificial boundary-reflected waveguides. By using a complexification of transverse space, we introduce a thin absorbing layer on the boundaries of
the computational domain. We will once again apply the FDFD method to solve the
spectral problem (1.4.4) for the one-dimensional Schrodinger operator on the complex
plane x ∈ C. The spectral problem (1.4.4) has complex eigenvalues λ and we intend
to show that the complexification of transverse space results in a spectral deformation such that Im(λ) ≥ 0 for eigenvalues λ of the continuous spectrum. We develop
a numerical algorithm similar to that of chapter 2. The new algorithm does not rely
on orthogonal spectral decompositions and projection operators. By simultaneously
solving a set of algebraic equations at the interface between two planar waveguides, we
construct the numerical solution which displays a full picture of electric and magnetic
field distributions in each waveguide.
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3.2

Complexification of Transverse Space

Here we intend to solve the eigenvalue problem (1.4.4) for the operator L with an
absorbing layer outside the waveguide. We introduce the absorbing layer by using the
following method [3][5][15][20][27]. We consider complex values of the transverse space
coordinate x. The complexification of the space variable results in the transformation
of the operator L into the complex operator, denoted by L̃.

Figure 3-1. Piecewise linear absorbing function ∆(ξ).
Let x to be complex-valued such that Re(x) = ξ, ξ ∈ R and Im(x) = ∆(ξ), where
∆(ξ) is shown graphically in Figure 3-1. Here M is the half-width of the finite interval
of the computational domain, δ is the width of the absorbing layer surrounding the
computational domain, and ∆0 is known as the damping, or absorption coefficient
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[8][10] [19]. The function ∆(ξ) is given



∆0 ξ−Mδ +δ ,



∆(ξ) = 0,




∆0 ξ+M −δ ,
δ

analytically by
for M − δ < ξ < M
for − M + δ < ξ < M − δ

(3.2.1)

for − M < ξ < −M + δ.

The complexification method is applied to the linear eigenvalue problem (1.4.4),



d2
+ q(x) Φ(x) = λΦ(x),
dx2

x = ξ + i∆(ξ).

(3.2.2)

We recall that the problem (3.2.2) is treated separately to the left and right of the
interface. We shall show that the function ∆(ξ) with ∆0 > 0 introduces damping,
or absorbing properties in the eigenvalue problem (3.2.2). Let us consider here the
eigenvalue problem (3.2.2) with Dirichlet boundary conditions:
Φ(ξ = ±M ) = 0.

(3.2.3)

Let us first consider the case ξ > 0. We recall that q(ξ) = q∞ ≡ const for ξ > ρ,
where we assume that ρ < M − δ. Let us now consider the function ∆(ξ) = ∆0 ξ−Mδ +δ
for ξ > M − δ. Then we can solve the problem (3.2.2) analytically with the general
solution:
Φ(x) = c+ eikx + c− e−ikx
where k =

√

(3.2.4)

q∞ − λ and Re(λ) < q∞ . Using x = ξ +∆(ξ), the general solution (3.2.4)

becomes:
Φ(ξ) = c+ eikξ e−k

∆0
(ξ−M +δ)
δ

+ c− e−ikξ ek

∆0
(ξ−M +δ)
δ

(3.2.5)

and from the Dirichlet boundary conditions at ξ = M , Φ(M ) = 0, we conclude
c+ eikM −k∆0 = −c− e−ikM +k∆0 .

(3.2.6)
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Therefore, the amplitudes c+ and c− are related as follows:
c−
= −e2ikM −2k∆0 .
c+

(3.2.7)

It is clear from (1.4.13) that c+ represents the amplitude of the outgoing wave from
the waveguide at ξ = 0 and c− is the amplitude of the incoming wave from artificial boundary-reflected waveguides at ξ = 2M . From (3.2.7) we conclude that
|c− | = |c+ |e−2k∆0 decreases exponentially with larger ∆0 for ∆0 > 0. Therefore, the
complexification with ∆(ξ) for ξ > 0 introduces an effective damping for amplitudes
of the wave from artificial boundary-reflected waveguides. A similar argument for
ξ < 0 shows that the damping of waves from artificial boundary-reflected waveguides
occur for ∆(ξ) < 0.
For computational efficiency, we use a piecewise continuous linear absorption function, ∆(ξ), given by (3.2.1) [4][20][27]. To prepare for a computational solution, we
rewrite (3.2.2) in terms of ξ ∈ R. By using the following equations
dΦ
dΦ
=
dξ
dx



d∆
1+i
dξ


(3.2.8)

and
 2 



d2 Φ
dΦ
d∆
dΦ d2 ∆
d∆
=
1+i
+
i
1+i
dξ 2
dx2
dξ
dx dξ 2
dξ

(3.2.9)

(3.2.2) becomes



1 d2
+ q(ξ) Φ(ξ) = λΦ(ξ),
C(ξ) dξ 2

λ ∈ C, ξ ∈ R

(3.2.10)

where

for − M + δ < ξ < M − δ
d∆ 1,
C(ξ) = 1 + i
=
1 + i ∆0 , otherwise .
dξ
δ

(3.2.11)
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Thus, the eigenvalue problem LΦ(x) = λΦ(x) is equivalent to the eigenvalue problem
L̃Φ(ξ) = λΦ(ξ) where L̃ is defined by
L̃ =

1 d2
+ q(ξ).
C(ξ) dξ 2

(3.2.12)

In the next section, we apply the FDFD method to construct the eigenvalue
spectrum of the transformed operator L̃. When q(ξ) is a compact potential, such
that q(ξ) = q∞ for |ξ| > ρ, it follows from (3.2.10) that the continuous spectrum is
located for
L̃C = {λ ∈ C : Re(λ) < q∞ }.

(3.2.13)

The absorbing layer does not essentially change the location and number of eigenvalues of discrete spectrum, since the eigenfunctions Φ(ξ) are exponentially small at the
absorbing layer |ξ| > M − δ. This fact will be verified numerically in section 3.5.
Recall from chapter 1 that LC = {λ ∈ R : λ ≤ q∞ }. By introducing an absorbing
layer around the computation domain, we show that the complexification of transverse
space results in a spectral deformation of LC to L̃C such that Im(λ) ≥ 0 for λ ∈ L̃C .
Also we show that the initial effect of the spectral deformation is a clockwise rotation
of the continuous spectrum LC about q∞ through an angle θ. The result of this
rotation is the deformed spectrum L̃C .
Let us consider here the eigenvalue problem (3.2.10) with Dirichlet boundary
conditions (3.2.3). We simplify the consideration by removing the waveguide configuration, i.e. q(ξ) = q∞ ≡ const for −M < ξ < M , and filling the absorbing function
in the entire computational domain, i.e. C(ξ) = 1 + i ∆M0 = C0 ≡ const. Then we can
solve the problem (3.2.10) analytically with the general solution:
Φ(ξ) = a+ eiγξ + a− e−iγξ

(3.2.14)
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2

where − Cγ 0 + q∞ = λ implying that
λ = q∞ −

i∆0
)
δ
.
∆0 2
δ2

γ 2 (1 −
1+

(3.2.15)

Following (3.2.15) we define the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalue λ as:
Re(λ) = q∞ −

γ 2δ2
δ 2 + ∆0 2

(3.2.16)

and
Im(λ) =

γ 2 ∆0 δ
δ 2 + ∆0 2

(3.2.17)

where γ parameterizes λ. From the Dirichlet boundary conditions at ξ = ±M ,
Φ(±M ) = 0, we conclude that
2i sin 2γM = 0 ⇒ γ = γn =

πn
,
2M

n∈Z

(3.2.18)

which, using (3.2.15), defines the location of the eigenvalues λn of the continuous
spectrum L̃C .

Figure 3-2. Re(λ) vs. Im(λ) for λ ∈ L̃C . This continuous set of eigenvalues is a rotation of LC about the point q∞ , through an angle θ = − ∆δ0 .
Therefore, from (3.2.16) and (3.2.17) we conclude:
Im(λn ) =

∆0
(q∞ − Re(λn )),
δ

(3.2.19)
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yielding a relation between the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues λ ∈ L̃C .
Using the relation (3.2.19), and following the discussion on page 167 of [13], we
determine that the spectrum L̃C is the result of a clockwise rotation, of LC , about
q∞ ∈ R, through the angle θ = − ∆δ0 ; seen in Figure 3-2.
When the absorbing layer has a gap near the mid-point ξ = 0, splitting of the
rotated continuous spectrum L̃C into two distinct branches occurs. This fact will also
be observed and explained numerically in section 3.5.

3.3

Finite-Difference Frequency-Domain Method

Here we search for eigenvalues of the operator L̃, that satisfy (3.2.10) to the left
and right of the interface. The eigenvalues λ are complex-valued if C(ξ) is complexvalued. We consider separately, each side of the interface and work on a finite interval
−M < ξ < M with the FDFD method. We supplement the Dirichlet boundary
conditions given by
Φ(±M ) = 0,

(3.3.1)

but extensions to other boundary conditions are similar.
As in chapter two, we solve the boundary value problem (3.2.10) with (3.3.1)
by approximating the derivative terms with finite numerical differences. This generates a system of algebraic equations that can be solved. The numerical solution
approximates the eigenfunction Φ(ξ) at discrete points:
ξn = −M + nh,
where h =

M
N

n = 0, 1, 2, ..., (2N − 1), 2N

is the grid size and the interval [−M, M ] is partitioned into 2N subin-

tervals of equal length. The points ξ0 = −M and ξ2N = M are the boundary grid
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points, while the points ξn for n = 1, 2, ..., 2N − 1 are the interior grid points.
The second derivative Φ00 (ξn ) is approximated by the central difference formula
[11]
Φ00 (ξn ) ≈

Φ(ξn+1 ) + Φ(ξn−1 ) − 2Φ(ξn )
h2

(3.3.2)

where the truncation error of order O(h2 ) is neglected. To simplify the notation, let
Φn denote a numerical approximation of Φ(ξn ). Then by using the finite difference
approximation in (3.3.2), we get the following discrete approximation at ξ = ξn to
the second order differential equation (3.2.10):


2
Φn+1 + Φn−1
2
+ Φn h q n −
= λh2 Φn ,
Cn
Cn

n = 2, 3, ..., 2N − 2

(3.3.3)

where qn = q(ξn ) and Cn = C(ξn ). Note that (3.3.3) is only applied at interior grid
points of the integration interval. At the boundary points, we have Φ0 = Φ2N = 0.
Thus, the two boundary condition equations at n = 1 and n = 2N − 1 have the form:


Φ2
2
2
+ Φ1 h q1 −
= λh2 Φ1 ,
C1
C1

(3.3.4)



Φ2N −2
2
2
+ Φ2N −1 h q2N −1 −
= λh2 Φ2N −1 .
C2N −1
C2N −1

(3.3.5)

and

Taken together, equations (3.3.3)-(3.3.5), constitute a system of 2N − 1 linear
algebraic equations in the vector of 2N − 1 unknowns Φ = (Φ1 , Φ2 , ..., Φ2N −1 )T . Since
q(ξ) and C(ξ) are known functions of ξ, the system above is equivalent to the linear
eigenvalue system
AΦ = λh2 Φ,

(3.3.6)
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where



Q1


 1
 C2

0

A= .
 ..


0

0

1
C1

0

Q2

1
C2

1
C3

Q3

0

...

0

0

...

0

1
C3

0...

0
..
.

..

.

...

1
C2N −2

Q2N −2

1
C2N −2

...

0

1
C2N −1

Q2N −1

2
,
Cn

n = 1, 2, ..., 2N − 1.















and
Qn = h2 qn −

The coefficient matrix A is tridiagonal, and therefore, numerical solution of the linear
boundary value problem (3.3.6) simplifies considerably using the LU decomposition
algorithm; even for large values of N [11].
Using (3.3.6), we arrive at the following complex eigenvalue problem to the left of
the interface:
− 2 −
A− Φ−
j = λj h Φj

j = 1, 2, ...2N − 1.

(3.3.7)

2N −1
− 2N −1
−
Following (3.3.7), there exists {λ−
j }j=1 and {Φj }j=1 where λj ∈ C is an eigenvalue
2N −1
of A− with corresponding eigenvector Φ−
. We order eigenvalues according
j ∈ C

to their real parts into eigenvalues for edge modes Re(λ−
j ) < 0, radiation modes
−
0 < Re(λ−
j ) < q∞ , and waveguide modes q∞ < Re(λj ) < q0 . Again, referring to

(3.3.6) we have the complex eigenvalue problem right of the interface:
+ 2 +
A+ Φ+
j = λj h Φj

j = 1, 2, ...2N − 1.

(3.3.8)

2N −1
+ 2N −1
+
Following (3.3.8), there exists {λ+
j }j=1 and {Φj }j=1 where λj ∈ C is an eigenvalue
2N −1
of A+ with corresponding eigenvector Φ+
. We emphasize here that the
j ∈ C
2N −1
2N −1
eigenvectors {Φ−
and {Φ+
are not orthogonal, since the complex-valued
j }j=1
j }j=1

matrices A± are not Hermitian.
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3.4

Solutions of the Interface Equations

Similarly to chapter 2.4, we use the matching conditions at the interface and find a
system of 2N − 1 equations with 2N − 1 unknowns. A solution of the interface equa2N −1
−1
tions yields the reflected and transmitted wave coefficients; {aj }j=1
and {bj }2N
j=1 .

According to (1.4.14) and using (3.3.7) and (3.3.8), for z < 0 and z > 0, the FDFD
method produces the identical representation for Ψ± (z), as in (2.4.1) and (2.4.2)
respectively.
At the interface z = 0, we have the continuity equations given by (1.5.12) which
yield a system of linear equations similar to (2.4.3)-(2.4.4) for coefficients aj , bj . This
system is rewritten in this setting as:
2N
−1
X

cj Φ−
j +

j=1
2N
−1
X

βj− cj Φ−
j

j=1

2N
−1
X

aj Φ−
j =

2N
−1
X

j=1

−

2N
−1
X

βj− aj Φ−
j

bj Φ+
j

(3.4.1)

j=1

=

j=1

2N
−1
X

βj+ bj Φ+
j .

(3.4.2)

j=1

±

Since the matrices A are not Hermitian, the eigenvalues λ± are complex-valued.
2N −1
Hence, the matrices A± cannot be diagonalized and the eigenvectors {Φ−
and
j }j=1
2N −1
{Φ+
do not form an orthonormal basis for C2N −1 . Therefore, we are unable
j }j=1

to solve the system of equations (3.4.1)-(3.4.2) using projection operators as we did
in section 2.5. Without the use of projection operators constructing the set of re−1
2N −1
flected {aj }2N
wave coefficients is equivalent to finding
j=1 , and transmitted {bj }j=1

a solution to the following linear matrix equation
ΛΩ = Υ.

(3.4.3)
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The matrix Λ is a (4N − 2)-by-(4N − 2) block matrix defined by
!
Λ1 Λ2
Λ=
Λ3 Λ4
where each (2N − 1)-by-(2N − 1) block is given by
−
−
Λ1 = −(Φ−
1 , Φ2 , ..., Φ2N−1 ),
−
−
− −
Λ3 = (β1− Φ−
1 , β2 Φ2 , ..., β2N −1 Φ2N−1 ),

+
+
Λ2 = (Φ+
1 , Φ2 , ..., Φ2N−1 ),
+
+
+ +
Λ4 = (β1+ Φ+
1 , β2 Φ2 , ..., β2N −1 Φ2N−1 ).

The known vector Υ is (4N − 2)-dimensional and is defined by
Υ=

2N
−1
X



− − T
cj (Φ−
.
j , βj Φj )

(3.4.4)

j=1

The unknown vector Ω represents the reflected a = (a1 , a2 , ..., a2N −1 )T and transmitted b = (b1 , b2 , ..., b2N −1 )T coefficients:
Ω = (a, b)T .

(3.4.5)

When Λ is non-singular, a unique solution of (3.4.3) is written in the form:
Ω = Λ−1 Υ.

(3.4.6)

If Λ is singular than a generic perturbation of the step size h will shift eigenvalues of
Λ and result in a non-singular matrix Λ.
Together, with the vectors a, b and c of reflected, transmitted and incident wave
coefficients, with the eigenvalues to the left and right of the interface, we recover
vector solutions Ψ− (z) and Ψ+ (z) respectively. We combine these vector representations with the spectrum of L̃ to construct a visualization of the transmission of the
electromagnetic waves through the interface with absorbing layers.
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3.5

Visualization of Particular Solutions

Here we apply our numerical algorithm to simulating different waveguide configurations. To observe the effects of the absorbing layer around the computational domain,
we construct plots of the energy spectrum, the location of eigenvalues as well as threedimensional plots of the electric and magnetic field distributions in each waveguide.
The two main issues we resolve numerically are: (1) the spectral deformation of the
continuous spectrum and the distribution of the discrete spectrum; and (2) the ability
to effectively absorb outgoing waves from mirror-reflected waveguides, i.e. radiating
waves, due to the complexification of transverse space. The numerical results use the
following list of parameters in Table 3-1.
Symbol

Definition

ρ−

width of W −

ρ+

width of W +

q0−

refractive index of W −

q0+

refractive index of W +

δ

thickness of the absorption layer

∆0

Damping coefficient

Table 3-1. The variables in the above table specified user input quantities.
Notations W − and W + represent the waveguide to the left and right of
the interface respectively.
We again use a uniform grid for the domain
D = D− ∪ D+ = {(ξ, z) : −αξ ≤ ξ ≤ αξ , −αz ≤ z ≤ αz },
with a mesh size h for both the ξ and z axes. To understand numerical results, due
to this new absorbing layer, we compute the wave transmission for three different
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damping coefficients, under identical waveguide configurations. We will assume that
the thickness of the absorbing layer is half the width from the z-axis to the boundary,
i.e. δ =

αξ
.
2

We will use values αξ = αz = 30 and h =

3
.
10

We consider the wave transmission

when the waveguides W − and W + are engineered from different materials and are of
different widths, i.e. ρ− = 1, ρ+ = 2, q0− = 2 and q0+ = 4. Once again, we also assume
±
that the refractive index of air, outside each waveguide is 1, i.e. q∞
= 1. Hence, we

are considering the interface between two planar waveguides with quantum potential
functions

1, for |ξ| ≥ 1
q − (ξ) =
,
2, for |ξ| < 1


1, for |ξ| ≥ 2
q + (ξ) =
,
4, for |ξ| < 2

(3.5.1)

to the left and right of the interface respectively. These are the same quantum
potential functions described in section 2.7.2 for the variable ξ ∈ R. Our main
difference here is the absorbing layer around the boundaries of the computational
domain. We will use here the value ∆0 = 0.1 and compare our new results with
numerical results of section 2.7.2.
Similarly to the energy density, Ej− of the reflected waves, to the left of the interface, given by (2.6.7), we define the energy density here as:
Pk− =

2 p −
|λ ||ak |2
µ0 ω0

(3.5.2)

−
−
where we ensure that Φ−
= 1. However Φ−
6= 0 for j 6= k generally,
j , Φk
k , Φk

since A− is a non-Hermitian matrix. To the right of the interface we define the energy
density as:
Pk+ =

2 p +
|λ ||bk |2
µ0 ω0

(3.5.3)
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+
+
where again Φ+
= 1 and Φ+
6= 0 for j 6= k generally. We emphasize
k , Φk
j , Φk

that the energy densities Pk± do not have any physical meaning in the case of an
absorbing layer, since the energy is not conserved in the system. We use Pk± to
measure the magnitude of waveguide, radiation and edge modes. To the left and right
of the interface, we also define L̃±
C to mean the continuous spectrum corresponding
to eigenvalues λ± .
We study the spectral properties of the deformed continuous spectrum L̃±
C and
the distribution of the discrete spectrum. We begin by observing the location of
eigenvalues λ± ∈ L̃±
C , to the left and right of the interface, plotted in Figure 3-3(a)
and 3-3(b) respectively.

Figure 3-3(a). Location of complex eigenvalues λ+ to the right of the
interface with damping ∆0 = 0.1.
By observing figure 3-3(a), we see that all eigenvalues λ+ that are waveguide
+
modes of the waveguide W + lie on the interval 1 = q∞
< Re(λ+ ) < q0+ = 4 with
+
Im(λ+ ) = 0. Upon further investigation, the waveguide modes λ+
1 = 3.6238, λ2 =
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+
+
2.5544 and λ+
3 = 1.1270, with corresponding energy density P1 = 2.2690, P2 = 0

and P3+ = 0.0342, are identical to the waveguide modes λ+
j for j = 1, 2, 3, resulting
from the computation of chapter 2.7.2, without the use of an absorbing layer. In
fact, for no absorbing layers ∆0 = 0, the corresponding energy density E1+ = 2.2691,
E2+ = 0 and E3+ = 0.0346, is essentially the same as well. The energy density for
waveguide modes λ+ with and without absorbing layers is defined by (3.5.3) and
(2.6.10) respectively.

Figure 3-3(b). Location of complex eigenvalues λ− to the left of the interface with damping ∆0 = 0.1.
From Figure 3-3(b), the only eigenvalue, corresponding to the waveguide W − ,
−
satisfying 1 = q∞
< Re(λ− ) < q0− = 2 with Im(λ− ) = 0, is the waveguide mode
−
λ−
1 = 1.4794 with corresponding energy density P1 = 0.1088. Again, for no absorbing

layer ∆0 = 0, this is the identical waveguide mode λ−
1 with identical energy density
E1− = 0.1088. The energy density for waveguide modes λ− with and without absorbing
layers is defined by (3.5.2) and (2.6.7) respectively. Therefore, we conclude that
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Pj± ≈ Ej± for waveguide modes λ± yielding how unaffected they are by the presence
of an absorbing layer. Thus, we confirm numerically that the absorbing layer does
not change the location of eigenvalues of the discrete spectrum.
Both Figure 3-3(a) and 3-3(b) reveal how the continuous spectrum L̃±
C with absorbing layers is deformed from the continuous spectrum L±
C without absorbing layers. From chapter 1, we know that without absorbing layers ∆0 = 0, all eigenvalues
±
λ± ∈ L±
C are real-valued with Im(λ ) = 0. With the presence of a uniform absorbing

layer, described in section 3.2, we observe that deformation of the continuous spec±
±
trum L̃±
C is a simple clockwise rotation of LC about the point q∞ in the complex

plane. We notice from Figure 3-3(a) and (b) that the absorbing layer with gap centered at ξ = 0 induces splitting into two distinct branches; where Im(λ± ) increases
on the upper branch and Im(λ± ) decreases and on the lower branch. The location of
the splitting boundary and the variance in splitted eigenvalues are dependent on the
damping coefficient ∆0 .
We now concern ourselves with the energy spectrum shown in Figure 3-4(a) and
3-4(b). We recall that the energy density of the radiation, edge and waveguide modes
is defined by equations (3.5.2) and (3.5.3). From Figure 3-4(a) and 3-4(b), we see
that our numerical results are in agreement with analytic predictions. Indeed, the
±
±
continuous spectrum modes λ± ∈ L̃±
C are located in the interval where Re(λ ) < q∞

and from previous observations we know that waveguide modes λ± of the discrete
spectrum are unaffected by the presence of an absorbing layer and are located where
±
q∞
< λ± < q0± .
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Figure 3-4(a). Energy spectrum of reflected radiation and edge modes
with damping ∆0 = 0.1. The trapped waveguide mode λ−
1 = 1.4794 has
−
corresponding energy density P1 = 0.1088.

Figure 3-4(b). Energy spectrum of transmitted radiation and edge modes
with damping ∆0 = 0.1. The three trapped waveguide modes: λ+
1 =
+
+
3.6238, λ2 = 2.5544 and λ3 = 1.1270 have corresponding energy density:
P1+ = 2.2690, P2+ = 0 and P3+ = 0.0342.
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We also construct three-dimensional plots for Ψ− (ξ, z) and Ψ+ (ξ, z) in equations
(2.4.1) and (2.4.2). By combining Ψ− and Ψ+ on the two-dimensional grid of the
domains D− and D+ in the (ξ, z)-plane, we present three-dimensional plots seen on
Figure 3-5(a) and 3-5(b).

Figure 3-5(a). Visualization of the interface between two planar waveguides with parameters: q0− = 2, q0+ = 4, ρ− = 1 and ρ+ = 2. For the
absorbing layer: ∆0 = 0.1 and δ = 15.
The three-dimensional visualization of Figure 3-5(a) is very similar to Figure 26(a) of section 2.7.2. We again see the electromagnetic wave becomes a standing
wave to the left of the interface due to the reflection from the interface. To the
right of the interface the periodic structure is due to the superposition of transmitted
+
waveguide modes; λ+
1 = 3.6283 and λ3 = 1.1270 as well as radiation modes where

0 < Re(λ+ ) < 1.
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Figure 3-5(b). An elevating viewpoint of radiating waves at the interface
between two planar waveguides with parameters: q0− = 2, q0+ = 4, ρ− = 1
and ρ+ = 2. For the absorbing layer: ∆0 = 0.1 and δ = 15.
The implications of introducing an absorbing layer are not seen visually through
Figure 3-5(a) but are evident in Figure 3-5(b). Due to the complexification of transverse space, we have introduced an absorbing layer that effectively absorbs radiating
waves from artificial boundary-reflected waveguides. We see that all radiating waves
escaping the waveguide are effectively trapped by the absorbing layer, which is located at |ξ| > 15. Therefore, our modified PML technique for the FDFD method
produces a very efficient algorithm for reducing radiation from mirror-reflected unphysical waveguides.
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3.6

The Splitting Phenomena

This section explains the splitting of eigenvalues of the continuous spectrum L̃C observed in Figure 3-3(a) and (b). To show that this effect is due to the gap in the
linear absorbing function (3.2.1), we again consider the eigenvalue problem (3.2.10)
at |ξ| < M −δ using Dirichlet boundary conditions (3.2.3) but without the waveguide.
Therefore, we set q(ξ) = q∞ ≡ const for −M < ξ < M , such that the discrete spectrum disappears. Assuming a damping ∆0 = 0.1, the location of complex eigenvalues
λ ∈ L̃C is plotted in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-6. Location of complex eigenvalues λ without the waveguide but
with damping ∆0 = 0.1.
From Figure 3-6, we observe that without the presence of the waveguide but with
the presence of the linear absorption function (3.2.1), L̃C consists of two distinct
branches. Let us denote the lower branch as L̃CL and the upper branch as L̃CU . We
shall identify the eigenvectors Φj for eigenvalues at L̃CL and L̃CU . Eigenvectors Φj
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with corresponding eigenvalues λL ∈ L̃CL of the lower branch are shown in Figure
3-7(a).

Figure 3-7(a). Three numerical eigenvectors localized in the gap of the
absorbing layer: |ξ| < M − δ = 15.
From 3-7(a), we observe that for eigenvalues λL on the lower branch L̃CL , the
corresponding eigenvectors Φj are localized in the gap of the absorbing layer: |ξ| <
M − δ = 15. Therefore, eigenvalues λL represent radiation and edge modes trapped
by the absorbing layer. Each eigenvalue is double and the second eigenvector corresponds to a radiation mode propagating in the opposite direction. Eigenvectors
Φj corresponding to eigenvalues λU ∈ L̃CU of the upper branch are shown in Figure
3-7(b).

Figure 3-7(b). Three numerical eigenvectors localized in the absorbing
layer: |ξ| > M − δ = 15.
From 3-7(b), we observe that for eigenvalues λU on the upper branch L̃CU , the
corresponding eigenvectors Φj are localized in the absorbing layer: |ξ| > M − δ = 15.
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Therefore, eigenvalues λU represent radiation and edge modes escaping the absorbing
layer. Each eigenvalue is double and the second eigenvector is reflected about ξ = 0.
We explain the reduction of radiation, seen in Figure 3-5(b), by zero coefficients
{aj , bj } for eigenvalues λU on the upper branch L̃CU . Indeed, the energy density Pj
is essentially zero for all eigenvalues λU , seen in Figure 3-4(a) and (b). Therefore, we
have shown that Ψ± is very small for |ξ| > M − δ = 15, seen in Figure 3-5(b). We
conclude numerically, that the splitting of eigenvalues of λ ∈ L̃C occurs due to the gap
in piecewise linear absorption function (3.2.1). Now we will be varying the damping
coefficient ∆0 and study changes in the two branches λL ∈ L̃CL and λU ∈ L̃CU . Figure
3-8(a) and 3-8(b) show the location of the complex eigenvalue λ ∈ L̃C for ∆0 = 1 and
∆0 = 10.

Figure 3-8(a). Location of complex eigenvalues λ without the waveguide
but with damping ∆0 = 1.
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Figure 3-8(b). Location of complex eigenvalues λ without the waveguide
but with damping ∆0 = 10.
Referring to Figure 3-6 and comparing with Figure 3-8(a) and 3-8(b), we conclude
that Im(λU ) increases on the upper branch L̃CU and Im(λL ) decreases on the lower
branch L̃CL , as the damping coefficient ∆0 increases. Also, the splitting boundary
moves from the left end to the right end of the spectrum, which is λ = q∞ .

Chapter 4
Summary
In this project, we have successfully developed a computational algorithm for solving
the stationary Maxwell equation at the interface between two planar waveguides. The
algorithm operated with arbitrary refractive index profiles on both sides of the interface and with arbitrary incident electric field from one side. The algorithm computed
the reflection and transmission coefficients for trapped waveguide modes, radiation
waves and edge states localized at the interface. To reduce the presence of radiating
waves from artificial boundary-reflected waveguides, we introduced absorbing layers
into the computational domain and observed localization of radiation and edge modes
at the center of the waveguides.
Opposing traditional approaches to similar problems, based in time-domain computations, we worked in a frequency domain. As a result, our numerical algorithm
was based on the finite-difference frequency-domain (FDFD) method, rather than the
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [18][23][26]. Using the FDFD method,
we were able to describe a new technique for the simulation of electromagnetic wave
propagation at the interface between two planar waveguides. In comparison with the
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FDTD method, the FDFD method required less computation and storage, yet produced a convergent algorithm with accurate results. Our resulting algorithm is the
ideal candidate for implementation in parallel computing.
In chapter 1, we reduced the wave propagation problem given by the stationary
Maxwell equation (1.1.13), to the spectral problem (1.4.4), for the one-dimensional
Schrodinger operator. We also considered the energy flux through the interface of two
planar waveguides, given by Poynting’s theorem (1.5.1).
In chapter 2, we used the FDFD method in order to solve the spectral problem
(1.4.4) for the one-dimensional Schrodinger operator. We verified that the spectral
problem (1.4.4), consisted of strictly real eigenvalues λ and were able to differentiate
the locations of waveguide modes of the discrete spectrum from radiation and edge
modes of the continuous spectrum. The FDFD method enabled us to develop a numerical algorithm based on spectral decompositions for the one-dimensional Schrodinger
operators, diagonalization formulae, and linear algebra solutions. The result of this
algorithm was a set of linear equations at the interface between two planar waveguides,
with a solution that produced approximations of reflected, incident and transmitted
wave intensities. Using such approximations enabled us to depict three-dimensional
visualizations of the electric and magnetic field distributions in each waveguide. Numerically, we also verified the law of conservation of energy across the interface.
In chapter 3, using the FDFD method, we extend our algorithm with an absorbing layer; to absorb outgoing waves from artificial boundary-reflected waveguides.
This modified algorithm from chapter 2, no longer relied on orthogonal spectral decompositions and projection operators. To introduce a thin absorbing layer on the
boundaries of the computational domain, a complexification of transverse was used.
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The resulting spectral problem (1.4.4) for the Schrodinger operator was transformed
to the complex plane x ∈ C, inducing a spectral deformation of the eigenvalues λ
of the continuous spectrum. Using numerical approximations, we were able to simultaneously solve a set of algebraic equations at the interface between two planar
waveguides. From the numerical solutions, we displayed an overview of the electric
and magnetic field distributions in each waveguide. Such visualizations enabled us to
observe the effective absorption of outgoing waves from artificial boundary-reflected
waveguides.

Appendix A: Numerical Code from
Chapter 2
This is the MATLAB script, following the algorithm presented in chapter 2, used to
generate Table 2-2, Figure 2-1(a) and 2-1(b) of section 2.7.1:

%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
% Clayton Garrett Webster
% M.Sc Project
%Program: realalgorithm_271_RT.m
%Boundary Conditions: Periodic
%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
clc
clear all;
counter=0;
for a_2=1:0.01:10
counter=counter+1;
L=30; LZ=30; N=200; P=200; Q=2*P; M=2*N;
h=L/N; g=LZ/P;
a_1=1.0;
Q_1=1.0; Q_2=2.0; Q_3=1.0; Q_4=2.0;
c_0 = 1;
A_1=zeros (M,M); A_1(1,M)=1/h^2; A_1(1,2)=1/h^2;
A_1(M,1)=1/h^2; A_1(M,M-1)=1/h^2;
A_2=zeros (M,M); A_2(1,M)=1/h^2; A_2(1,2=1/h^2;
A_2(M,1)=1/h^2; A_2(M,M-1)=1/h^2;
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%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_1 to the LEFT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
x=-L+h:h:L;
x_0=-L;
for n =1:1:M
x_n=-L+n*h;
if x_n<-a_1 | x_n>a_1
q_n=Q_1;
else
q_n=Q_2;
end
A_1(n,n)=-2/h^2 + q_n;
end
for n=2:1:M-1
A_1(n,n-1)=1/h^2;
A_1(n,n+1)=1/h^2;
end
[V_1,D_1]=eig(A_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_2 to the RIGHT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
for t=1:1:M
x_t=-L+t*h;
if x_t<-a_2 | x_t>a_2
q_t=Q_3;
else
q_t=Q_4;
end
A_2(t,t)=-2/h^2 + q_t;
end
for t=2:1:M-1
A_2(t,t-1)=1/h^2;
A_2(t,t+1)=1/h^2;
end
[V_2,D_2]=eig(A_2);
%**************************************************************************************
%INTERMEDIATE MATRIX CALCULATIONS
%**************************************************************************************
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D_1_root=sqrt(D_1); D_2_root=sqrt(D_2);
eigenvalue1=diag(D_1); eigenvalue2=diag(D_2);
index1=find(eigenvalue1>0);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
eigenvalue_1(k)=eigenvalue1(index1(k));
end
Eigenvalue1=transpose(eigenvalue_1);
index2=find(eigenvalue2>0);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
eigenvalue_2(k)=eigenvalue2(index2(k));
end
Eigenvalue2=transpose(eigenvalue_2);
Grammian_21=V_2’*V_1; Grammian_11=V_1’*V_1;
Grammian_22=V_2’*V_2;
%**************************************************************************************
%SOLVING THE MATRIX SYSTEM Ba=c for the vectors a and b
%**************************************************************************************
B=D_2_root*Grammian_21 + Grammian_21*D_1_root;
C=-c_0*(D_2_root*Grammian_21(:,M)-D_1_root(M,M)*Grammian_21(:,M));
a=inv(B)*C; c=zeros(M,1); c(M)=c_0;
b=Grammian_21*a + Grammian_21*c;
for k=1:1:length(index1);
a_1(k)=a(index1(k));
end
a1=transpose(a_1);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
c_1(k)=c(index1(k));
end
c1=transpose(c_1);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
b_1(k)=b(index2(k));
end
b1=transpose(b_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSERVATION OF ENERGY RELATION AND FIGURES
%**************************************************************************************
I_reflected= 2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue1))*abs(a1).^2);
I_incident=2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue1))*abs(c1).^2);
I_transmitted=2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue2))*abs(b1).^2);
R=I_reflected/I_incident;
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T=I_transmitted/I_incident;
CHECK = R+T; R_vector(counter)=R; T_vector(counter)=T;
tau(counter)=a_2;
end
figure(1);
fig1=plot(tau,R_vector)
set(fig1,’Linewidth’,2)
set(fig1,’Color’,’r’)
xlabel(’rho^ +’, ’Fontsize’, 12)
ylabel(’Reflectance (R)’, ’Fontsize’, 12)
title(’Reflectance versus rho^+’, ’Fontsize’, 12)
figure(2);
fig2=plot(tau, T_vector)
set(fig2,’Linewidth’,2)
set(fig2,’Color’,’b’)
xlabel(’rho^ +’, ’Fontsize’, 12)
ylabel(’Transmittance (T)’, ’Fontsize’, 12)
title(’Transmittance versus rho^+’, ’Fontsize’, 12)
%**************************************************************************************
%THE END
%**************************************************************************************
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This is the MATLAB script, following the algorithm presented in chapter 2, used to
generate Figure 2.2, 2.3, 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) of section 2.7.1:

%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
% Clayton Garrett Webster
% M.Sc Project
%Program: realalgorithm_271.m
%Boundary Conditions: Periodic
%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
clc
clear all;
L=30; LZ=30; N=200; P=200; Q=2*P; M=2*N;
h=L/N; g=LZ/P; a_1=1.0; a_2=2.0;
Q_1=1.0; Q_2=2.0; Q_3=1.0; Q_4=2.0;
A_1=zeros (M,M); A_1(1,M)= 1/h^2; A_1(1,2)= 1/h^2;
A_1(M,1)=1/h^2; A_1(M,M-1)=1/h^2;
A_2=zeros (M,M); A_2(1,M)=1/h^2; A_2(1,2)=1/h^2;
A_2(M,1)=1/h^2; A_2(M,M-1)=1/h^2;
c_0 = 1;
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_1 to the LEFT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
x=-L+h:h:L;
x_0=-L;
for n=1:1:M
x_n=-L+n*h;
if x_n<-a_1 | x_n>a_1
q_n=Q_1;
else
q_n=Q_2;
end
A_1(n,n)=-2/h^2 + q_n;
end
for n=2:1:M-1
A_1(n,n-1)=1/h^2;
A_1(n,n+1)=1/h^2;
end
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[V_1,D_1]=eig(A_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_2 to the RIGHT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
for t=1:1:M
x_t=-L+t*h;
if x_t<-a_2 | x_t>a_2
q_t=Q_3;
else
q_t=Q_4;
end
A_2(t,t)=-2/h^2 + q_t;
end
for t=2:1:M-1
A_2(t,t-1)=1/h^2;
A_2(t,t+1)=1/h^2;
end
[V_2,D_2]=eig(A_2);
%**************************************************************************************
%INTERMEDIATE MATRIX CALCULATIONS
%**************************************************************************************
D_1_root=sqrt(D_1); D_2_root=sqrt(D_2);
eigenvalue1=diag(D_1); eigenvalue2=diag(D_2);
index1=find(eigenvalue1>0);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
eigenvalue_1(k)=eigenvalue1(index1(k));
end
Eigenvalue1=transpose(eigenvalue_1);
index2 = find(eigenvalue2>0);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
eigenvalue_2(k)=eigenvalue2(index2(k));
end
Eigenvalue2=transpose(eigenvalue_2);
Grammian_21=V_2’*V_1; Grammian_11=V_1’*V_1;
Grammian_22=V_2’*V_2;
%**************************************************************************************
%SOLVING THE MATRIX SYSTEM Ba=c for the vectors a and b
%**************************************************************************************
B=D_2_root*Grammian_21 + Grammian_21*D_1_root;
C=-c_0*(D_2_root*Grammian_21(:,M)-D_1_root(M,M)*Grammian_21(:,M));
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a=inv(B)*C; c=zeros(M,1); c(M) = c_0;
b=Grammian_21*a + Grammian_21*c;
for k=1:1:length(index1)
a_1(k)=a(index1(k));
end
a1=transpose(a_1);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
c_1(k)=c(index1(k));
end
c1=transpose(c_1);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
b_1(k)=b(index2(k));
end
b1=transpose(b_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%FIGURES: spectrum
%**************************************************************************************
figure(1); plot (Eigenvalue2, (2*sqrt(Eigenvalue2)).*(abs(b1).^2), ’*’);
xlabel(’Eigenvalue lambda^+’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’Energy Density E_ j ^ + ’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Energy Spectrum for Transmitted Radiation Modes’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(2); plot (Eigenvalue1, (2*sqrt(Eigenvalue1)).*(abs(a1).^2), ’*’);
xlabel(’Eigenvalue lambda^- ’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’Energy Density E_ j ^ - ’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Energy Spectrum for Reflected Radiation Modes’, ’FontSize’, 12);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSERVATION OF ENERGY RELATION
%**************************************************************************************
I_reflected=2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue1))*abs(a1).^2)
I_incident=2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue1))*abs(c1).^2)
I_transmitted=2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue2))*abs(b1).^2)
R=I_reflected/I_incident;
T=I_transmitted/I_incident;
CHECK=R+T;
S1=V_1*a +V_1*c;
S2=V_1*(-i*D_1_root*a) + V_1*(i*D_1_root*c);
S_left=sum(conj(S1).*S2);
S3=V_2*b;
S4=V_2*(i*D_2_root*b);
S_right=sum(conj(S3).*S4);
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S_sum=real(S_left) + real(S_right);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTION MATRICES
%**************************************************************************************
z=-LZ : g : LZ; Psi1=zeros(M,P+1); Psi2=zeros(M,P);
for k=1 : (P+1)
E_1=diag(exp(-i*diag(D_1_root)*z(k)));
Sol_Matrix_1=V_1*(diag(a)*E_1 + diag(c)*inv(E_1));
Psi1(:,k)=sum(Sol_Matrix_1’)’;
end
for k=(P+2) : Q+1
E_2=diag(exp(i*diag(D_2_root)*z(k)));
Sol_Matrix_2=V_2*diag(b)*E_2;
Psi2(:,k-P-1)=sum(Sol_Matrix_2’)’;
end
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTRUCTION OF THE 3-D WAVEGUIDE PLOT
%**************************************************************************************
[Z,X] = meshgrid(z,x);
Psi = [Psi1, Psi2];
figure(3);
surf(Z,X,abs(Psi).^2);
colorbar;
view(0,75);
shading interp;
lightangle(-45,30);
set(findobj(gca, ’type’, ’surface’),...
’FaceLighting’, ’phong’,...
’AmbientStrength’,.3,’DiffuseStrength’,.8,...
’SpecularStrength’,.9,’SpecularExponent’,25,...
’BackFaceLighting’,’unlit’);
xlabel(’z’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’x’, ’FontSize’, 12);
zlabel(’ Amplitude of Wave Solution’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Numerical Representation of Waveguide’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(4);
surf(Z,X,abs(Psi).^2);
view(0,0);
shading interp;
lightangle(0,-90);
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set(findobj(gca, ’type’, ’surface’),...
’FaceLighting’, ’phong’,...
’AmbientStrength’,.3,’DiffuseStrength’,.8,...
’SpecularStrength’,.9,’SpecularExponent’,25,...
’BackFaceLighting’, ’unlit’);
xlabel(’z’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’x’, ’FontSize’, 12);
zlabel(’Amplitude of Wave Solution’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Numerical Representation of Radiation from Waveguide’, ’FontSize’, 12);
%**************************************************************************************
%THE END
%**************************************************************************************
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This is the MATLAB script, following the algorithm presented in chapter 2, used to
generate Table 2-3 and Figure 2-5 of section 2.7.2:

%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
% Clayton Garrett Webster
% M.Sc Project
%Program: realalgorithm_272_RT2.m
%Boundary Conditions: Periodic
%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
clc
clear all;
counter=0;
for Q_4=1:0.01:10
counter=counter+1;
L=30; LZ=30; N=100; P=100; Q=2*P; M=2*N;
h=L/N; g=LZ/P; a_1=1.0; a_2=2.0;
Q_1=1.0; Q_2=2.0; Q_3=1.0;
A_1=zeros (M,M); A_1(1,M)=1/h^2; A_1(1,2)=1/h^2;
A_1(M,1)= 1/h^2; A_1(M,M-1)=1/h^2;
A_2=zeros (M,M); A_2(1,M)=1/h^2; A_2(1,2)=1/h^2;
A_2(M,1)=1/h^2; A_2(M,M-1)=1/h^2;
c_0=1;
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_1 to the LEFT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
x=-L+h:h:L; x_0=-L;
for n=1:1:M
x_n=-L+n*h;
if x_n<-a_1 | x_n>a_1
q_n=Q_1;
else
q_n=Q_2;
end
A_1(n,n)=-2/h^2 + q_n;
end
for n=2:1:M-1
A_1(n,n-1)=1/h^2;
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A_1(n,n+1)=1/h^2;
end
[V_1,D_1]=eig(A_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_2 to the RIGHT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
for t=1:1:M
x_t=-L+t*h;
if x_t<-a_2 | x_t>a_2
q_t=Q_3;
else
q_t=Q_4;
end
A_2(t,t)=-2/h^2 + q_t;
end
for t=2:1:M-1
A_2(t,t-1)=1/h^2;
A_2(t,t+1)=1/h^2;
[V_2,D_2]=eig(A_2);
%**************************************************************************************
%INTERMEDIATE MATRIX CALCULATIONS
%**************************************************************************************
D_1_root=sqrt(D_1); D_2_root=sqrt(D_2);
eigenvalue1=diag(D_1);
eigenvalue2=diag(D_2);
index1=find(eigenvalue1>0);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
eigenvalue_1(k)=eigenvalue1(index1(k));
end
Eigenvalue1=transpose(eigenvalue_1);
index2=find(eigenvalue2>0);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
eigenvalue_2(k)=eigenvalue2(index2(k));
end
Eigenvalue2=transpose(eigenvalue_2);
Grammian_21=V_2’*V_1; Grammian_11=V_1’*V_1;
Grammian_22=V_2’*V_2;
%**************************************************************************************
%SOLVING THE MATRIX SYSTEM Ba=c for the vectors a and b
%**************************************************************************************
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B=D_2_root*Grammian_21 + Grammian_21*D_1_root;
C=-c_0*(D_2_root*Grammian_21(:,M)-D_1_root(M,M)*Grammian_21(:,M));
a=inv(B)*C; c=zeros(M,1); c(M)=c_0;
b=Grammian_21*a + Grammian_21*c;
for k=1:1:length(index1)
a_1(k)=a(index1(k));
end
a1=transpose(a_1);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
c_1(k)=c(index1(k));
end
c1=transpose(c_1);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
b_1(k)=b(index2(k));
end
b1=transpose(b_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSERVATION OF ENERGY RELATION AND FIGURES
%**************************************************************************************
I_reflected=2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue1))*abs(a1).^2);
I_incident=2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue1))*abs(c1).^2);
I_transmitted=2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue2))*abs(b1).^2);
R=I_reflected/I_incident;
T=I_transmitted/I_incident;
CHECK=R+T;
R_vector(counter)=R;
T_vector(counter)=T;
di(counter)=Q_4;
end
figure(1);
fig1=plot(di,R_vector,di, T_vector)
set(fig1,’Linewidth’,2)
set(fig1,’Color’,’r’;’b’)
xlabel(’q^+_0’, ’Fontsize’, 12)
legend(fig1,’R’,’T’)
title(’Reflectance and Transmittance versus q^+_0’, ’Fontsize’, 12)
%**************************************************************************************
%THE END
%**************************************************************************************
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This is the MATLAB script, following the algorithm presented in chapter 2, used to
generate Figure 2.6, 2.7, 2.8(a) and 2.8(b) of section 2.7.2:

%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
% Clayton Garrett Webster
% M.Sc Project
%Program: realalgorithm_272.m
%Boundary Conditions: Periodic
%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
clc
clear all;
L=30; LZ=30; N=100; P=100; Q=2*P; M=2*N;
h=L/N; g=LZ/P; a_1=1.0; a_2=2.0;
Q_1=1.0; Q_2=2.0; Q_3=1.0; Q_4=4.0
A_1=zeros (M,M); A_1(1,M)=1/h^2; A_1(1,2)=1/h^2;
A_1(M,1)=1/h^2; A_1(M,M-1)=1/h^2;
A_2=zeros (M,M); A_2(1,M)=1/h^2; A_2(1,2)=1/h^2;
A_2(M,1)=1/h^2; A_2(M,M-1)=1/h^2;
c_0=1;
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_1 to the LEFT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
x=-L+h:h:L;
x_0=-L;
for n = 1:1:M
x_n=-L+n*h;
if x_n<-a_1 | x_n>a_1
q_n=Q_1;
else
q_n=Q_2;
end
A_1(n,n)=-2/h^2 + q_n;
end
for n=2:1:M-1
A_1(n,n-1)=1/h^2;
A_1(n,n+1)=1/h^2;
end
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[V_1,D_1]=eig(A_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_2 to the RIGHT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
for t=1:1:M
x_t=-L+t*h;
if x_t<-a_2 | x_t>a_2
q_t=Q_3;
else
q_t=Q_4;
end
A_2(t,t)=-2/h^2 + q_t;
end
for t=2:1:M-1
A_2(t,t-1)=1/h^2;
A_2(t,t+1)=1/h^2;
end
[V_2,D_2]=eig(A_2);
%**************************************************************************************
%INTERMEDIATE MATRIX CALCULATIONS
%**************************************************************************************
D_1_root=sqrt(D_1); D_2_root = sqrt(D_2);
eigenvalue1=diag(D_1); eigenvalue2 = diag(D_2);
index1=find(eigenvalue1>0);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
eigenvalue_1(k)=eigenvalue1(index1(k));
end
Eigenvalue1=transpose(eigenvalue_1);
index2=find(eigenvalue2>0);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
eigenvalue_2(k)=eigenvalue2(index2(k));
end
Eigenvalue2=transpose(eigenvalue_2);
Grammian_21=V_2’*V_1; Grammian_11=V_1’*V_1;
Grammian_22=V_2’*V_2;
%**************************************************************************************
%SOLVING THE MATRIX SYSTEM Ba=c for the vectors a and b
%**************************************************************************************
B=D_2_root*Grammian_21 + Grammian_21*D_1_root;
C=-c_0*(D_2_root*Grammian_21(:,M)-D_1_root(M,M)*Grammian_21(:,M));
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a=inv(B)*C; c=zeros(M,1); c(M)=c_0;
b=Grammian_21*a + Grammian_21*c;
for k=1:1:length(index1)
a_1(k)=a(index1(k));
end
a1=transpose(a_1);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
c_1(k)=c(index1(k));
end
c1=transpose(c_1);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
b_1(k)=b(index2(k));
end
b1=transpose(b_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%FIGURES: spectrum
%**************************************************************************************
figure(1); plot (Eigenvalue2, (2*sqrt(Eigenvalue2)).*(abs(b1).^2), ’*’);
xlabel(’Eigenvalue lambda^+’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’Energy Density E_ j ^ + ’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Energy Spectrum for Transmitted Radiation Modes’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(2); plot (Eigenvalue1, (2*sqrt(Eigenvalue1)).*(abs(a1).^2), ’*’);
xlabel(’Eigenvalue lambda^- ’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’Energy Density E_ j ^ - ’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Energy Spectrum for Reflected Radiation Modes’, ’FontSize’, 12);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSERVATION OF ENERGY RELATION
%**************************************************************************************
I_reflected=2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue1))*abs(a1).^2)
I_incident=2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue1))*abs(c1).^2)
I_transmitted=2*sum(sqrt(diag(Eigenvalue2))*abs(b1).^2)
R=I_reflected/I_incident;
T=I_transmitted/I_incident;
CHECK = R+T;
S1=V_1*a +V_1*c;
S2=V_1*(-i*D_1_root*a) + V_1*(i*D_1_root*c);
S_left=sum(conj(S1).*S2);
S3=V_2*b;
S4=V_2*(i*D_2_root*b);
S_right=sum(conj(S3).*S4);
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S_sum=real(S_left) + real(S_right);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTION MATRICES
%**************************************************************************************
z=-LZ : g : LZ;
Psi1=zeros(M,P+1);
Psi2=zeros(M,P);
for k=1 : (P+1)
E_1=diag(exp(-i*diag(D_1_root)*z(k)));
Sol_Matrix_1=V_1*(diag(a)*E_1 + diag(c)*inv(E_1));
Psi1(:,k)=sum(Sol_Matrix_1’)’;
end
for k=(P+2) : Q+1
E_2=diag(exp(i*diag(D_2_root)*z(k)));
Sol_Matrix_2=V_2*diag(b)*E_2;
Psi2(:,k-P-1)=sum(Sol_Matrix_2’)’;
end
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTRUCTION THE 3-D PLOT OF THE WAVE-GUIDE
%**************************************************************************************
[Z,X]=meshgrid(z,x);
Psi=[Psi1, Psi2];
figure(3); surf(Z,X,abs(Psi).^2);
colorbar;
view(0,75);
shading interp;
lightangle(-45,30);
set(findobj(gca, ’type’, ’surface’),...
’FaceLighting’, ’phong’,...
’AmbientStrength’,.3,’DiffuseStrength’,.8,...
’SpecularStrength’,.9,’SpecularExponent’,25,...
’BackFaceLighting’,’unlit’);
xlabel(’z’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’x’, ’FontSize’, 12);
zlabel(’ Amplitude of Wave Solution’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Numerical Representation of Waveguide’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(4);
surf(Z,X,abs(Psi).^2);
view(0,0);
shading interp;
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lightangle(0,-90);
set(findobj(gca, ’type’, ’surface’),...
’FaceLighting’, ’phong’,...
’AmbientStrength’,.3,’DiffuseStrength’,.8,...
’SpecularStrength’,.9,’SpecularExponent’,25,...
’BackFaceLighting’, ’unlit’);
xlabel(’z’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’x’, ’FontSize’, 12);
zlabel(’Amplitude of Wave Solution’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Numerical Representation of Radiation from Waveguide’, ’FontSize’, 12);
%**************************************************************************************
%THE END
%**************************************************************************************

Appendix B: Numerical Code from
Chapter 3
This is the MATLAB script, following the algorithm presented in chapter 3, used to
generate all figures in section 3.5:
%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
% Clayton Garrett Webster
% M.Sc Project
%Program: absorbinglayer_algorithm.m
%Boundary Conditions: Dirichlet
%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
clc
clear all;
L=30; LZ=30; N=100; P=100; Q=2*P; M=2*N-1;
h=L/N; g=LZ/P; a_1=1.0; a_2=2.0;
Q_1=1.0; Q_2=2.0; Q_3=1.0;
Q_4=4.0;
A_1=zeros (M,M); A_2=zeros (M,M);
c_0=1;
%**************************************************************************************
%ABSORBING LAYER IN COMPLEX TRANSFORMATION
%**************************************************************************************
delta=50*h;
Delta_0=0.1;
Delta=-Delta_0/delta;
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_1 to the LEFT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
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xi=-L+h:h:L-h;
for n=1:1:M
if xi(n)<-a_1 | xi(n)>a_1
q_n=Q_1;
else
q_n=Q_2;
end
if (xi(n)<=(L-delta)) & (xi(n)>=(-L+delta))
C_n=1;
else
C_n=1-i*Delta;
end
A_1(n,n)=-2/(C_n*h^2) + q_n;
if n == 1
A_1(1,2)=1/(C_n*h^2);
elseif n == M
A_1(M,M-1)=1/(C_n*h^2);
else
A_1(n,n-1)=1/(C_n*h^2);
A_1(n,n+1)=1/(C_n*h^2);
end
end
[V_1,D_1]=eig(A_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_2 to the RIGHT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
for t=1:1:M
if xi(t)<-a_2 | xi(t)>a_2
q_t=Q_3;
else
q_t=Q_4;
end
if (xi(t)<=(L-delta)) & (xi(t)>=(-L+delta))
C_t = 1;
else
C_t = 1-i*Delta;
end
A_2(t,t)=-2/(C_t*h^2) + q_t;
if t == 1
A_2(1,2)=1/(C_t*h^2);
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elseif t == M
A_2(M,M-1)=1/(C_t*h^2);
else
A_2(t,t-1)=1/(C_t*h^2);
A_2(t,t+1)=1/(C_t*h^2);
end
end
[V_2,D_2]=eig(A_2);
abs_norm=norm((A_2*V_2) - (D_2*V_2));
%**************************************************************************************
%INTERMEDIATE MATRIX CALCULATIONS and SORTING OF
%EIGENVALUES
%**************************************************************************************
eigenvalue1=diag(D_1); eigenvalue2=diag(D_2);
eigenvalue1_real=real(eigenvalue1);
eigenvalue1_imaginary=imag(eigenvalue1);
eigenvalue2_real=real(eigenvalue2);
eigenvalue2_imaginary=imag(eigenvalue2);
[x1_real, index_1]=sort(eigenvalue1_real);
[x2_real, index_2]=sort(eigenvalue2_real);
x1_imaginary=eigenvalue1_imaginary(index_1);
x2_imaginary=eigenvalue2_imaginary(index_2);
V_1_sort=V_1(:,index_1); V_2_sort=V_2(:,index_2);
D_1_sort=D_1(:,index_1); D_2_sort=D_2(:,index_2);
for p=1:1:M
eigenvalue1_sort(p)=D_1_sort(find(D_1_sort(:,p)), p);
eigenvalue2_sort(p)=D_2_sort(find(D_2_sort(:,p)), p);
end
EIGENVALUES1=transpose(eigenvalue1_sort);
EIGENVALUES2=transpose(eigenvalue2_sort);
D_1_root=zeros(M,M);
D_2_root=zeros(M,M);
for s=1:1:M
D_1_diag(s,s)=EIGENVALUES1(s);
D_2_diag(s,s)=EIGENVALUES2(s);
end
D_1_root=sqrt(D_1_diag); D_2_root=sqrt(D_2_diag);
R_EIG1=real(EIGENVALUES1); R_EIG2=real(EIGENVALUES2);
index1=find(R_EIG1>0);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
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r_eigenvalue1(k)=R_EIG1(index1(k));
end
R_Eigenvalue1=transpose(r_eigenvalue1);
index2=find(R_EIG2>0);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
r_eigenvalue2(k)=R_EIG2(index2(k));
end
R_Eigenvalue2=transpose(r_eigenvalue2);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTRUCT THE MATRIX A THAT SOLVES FOR THE
%COEFFICIENT VECTORS a and b SIMULTANEOUSLY FROM Ax=y
%**************************************************************************************
V1=V_1_sort*D_1_root; V2=V_2_sort*D_2_root;
A=[-V_1_sort, V_2_sort; V1, V2];
y=c_0*[V_1_sort(:,M); D_1_root(M,M)*V_1_sort(:,M)]; x=inv(A)*y;
for r=1:1:M
a(r)=x(r);
end
a_ref=transpose(a);
for r=M+1:1:2*M
b(r-M)=x(r);
end
b_trans=transpose(b); c=zeros(M,1); c(M)=c_0;
for k=1:1:length(index1)
a_1(k)=a(index1(k));
end
a1=transpose(a_1);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
c_1(k)=c(index1(k));
end
c1=transpose(c_1);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
b_1(k)=b(index2(k));
end
b1=transpose(b_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%FIGURES: spectrum and location of eigenvalues
%**************************************************************************************
figure(1);
plot (R_EIG2, (2*sqrt(abs(EIGENVALUES2))).*(abs(b_trans).^2), ’*’);
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xlabel(’Re(lambda^+)’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’Plotting Factor P_ j ^ + ’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Continuous Spectrum for Transmitted Modes’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(2);
plot (R_EIG1, (2*sqrt(abs(EIGENVALUES1))).*(abs(a_ref).^2), ’*’);
xlabel(’Re(lambda^-)’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’Plotting Factor P_ j ^ - ’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Continuous Spectrum for Reflected Modes’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(3);
plot (x1_real, x1_imaginary, ’*’, ’Color’, ’r’);
xlabel(’Re(lambda^-)’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’Im(lambda^-)’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Position of Complex Eigenvalues lambda^-’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(4);
plot (x2_real, x2_imaginary, ’*’, ’Color’, ’r’);
xlabel(’Re(lambda^+)’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’Im(lambda^+)’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Position of Complex Eigenvalues lambda^+’, ’FontSize’, 12);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTION MATRICES
%**************************************************************************************
z=-LZ : g : LZ; Psi1=zeros(M,P+1); Psi2=zeros(M,P);
for k=1 : (P+1)
E_1=diag(exp(-i*diag(D_1_root)*z(k)));
Sol_Matrix_1=V_1_sort*(diag(a)*E_1 + diag(c)*inv(E_1));
Psi1(:,k)=sum(Sol_Matrix_1’)’;
end
for k=(P+2) : Q+1
E_2=diag(exp(i*diag(D_2_root)*z(k)));
Sol_Matrix_2=V_2_sort*diag(b)*E_2;
Psi2(:,k-P-1)=sum(Sol_Matrix_2’)’;
end
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTRUCTION THE 3-D PLOT OF THE WAVE-GUIDE
%**************************************************************************************
[Z,X]=meshgrid(z,xi); Psi=[Psi1, Psi2];
figure(5);
surf(Z,X,abs(Psi).^2);
colorbar;
view(0,75);
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shading interp;
lightangle(-45,30);
set(findobj(gca, ’type’, ’surface’),...
’FaceLighting’, ’phong’,...
’AmbientStrength’,.3,’DiffuseStrength’,.8,...
’SpecularStrength’,.9,’SpecularExponent’,25,...
’BackFaceLighting’,’unlit’);
xlabel(’z’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’xi’, ’FontSize’, 12);
zlabel(’ Amplitude of Wave Solution’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Numerical Representation of Waveguide’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(6);
surf(Z,X,abs(Psi).^2);
view(0,0);
shading interp;
lightangle(0,-90);
set(findobj(gca, ’type’, ’surface’),...
’FaceLighting’, ’phong’,...
’AmbientStrength’,.3,’DiffuseStrength’,.8,...
’SpecularStrength’,.9,’SpecularExponent’,25,...
’BackFaceLighting’, ’unlit’);
xlabel(’z’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’xi’, ’FontSize’, 12);
zlabel(’Amplitude of Wave Solution’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Numerical Representation of Radiation from Waveguide’, ’FontSize’, 12);
%**************************************************************************
%THE END
%**************************************************************************
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This is the MATLAB script, following the algorithm presented in chapter 3, used to
generate all figures in section 3.6:

%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
% Clayton Garrett Webster
% M.Sc Project
%Program: absorbinglayer_algorithm_nowaveguide.m
%Boundary Conditions: Dirichlet
%**************************************************************************************
%**************************************************************************************
clc
clear all;
L=30; LZ=30; N=100; P=100; Q=2*P; M=2*N-1;
h=L/N; g=LZ/P; a_1=1.0; a_2=2.0;
Q_1=1.0; Q_2=1.0; Q_3=1.0;
Q_4=1.0; %no waveguide
A_1=zeros (M,M); A_2=zeros (M,M);
c_0=1;
%**************************************************************************************
%ABSORBING LAYER IN COMPLEX TRANSFORMATION
%**************************************************************************************
delta=50*h;
Delta_0=0.1; % =1, =10
Delta=-Delta_0/delta;
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_1 to the LEFT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
xi=-L+h:h:L-h;
for n=1:1:M
if xi(n)<-a_1 | xi(n)>a_1
q_n=Q_1;
else
q_n=Q_2;
end
if (xi(n)<=(L-delta)) & (xi(n)>=(-L+delta))
C_n=1;
else
C_n=1-i*Delta;
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end
A_1(n,n)=-2/(C_n*h^2) + q_n;
if n == 1
A_1(1,2)=1/(C_n*h^2);
elseif n == M
A_1(M,M-1)=1/(C_n*h^2);
else
A_1(n,n-1)=1/(C_n*h^2);
A_1(n,n+1)=1/(C_n*h^2);
end
end
[V_1,D_1]=eig(A_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTUCTION OF MATRIX A_2 to the RIGHT of the INTERFACE
%**************************************************************************************
for t=1:1:M
if xi(t)<-a_2 | xi(t)>a_2
q_t=Q_3;
else
q_t=Q_4;
end
if (xi(t)<=(L-delta)) & (xi(t)>=(-L+delta))
C_t = 1;
else
C_t = 1-i*Delta;
end
A_2(t,t)=-2/(C_t*h^2) + q_t;
if t == 1
A_2(1,2)=1/(C_t*h^2);
elseif t == M
A_2(M,M-1)=1/(C_t*h^2);
else
A_2(t,t-1)=1/(C_t*h^2);
A_2(t,t+1)=1/(C_t*h^2);
end
end
[V_2,D_2]=eig(A_2);
abs_norm=norm((A_2*V_2) - (D_2*V_2));
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%**************************************************************************************
%INTERMEDIATE MATRIX CALCULATIONS and SORTING OF
%EIGENVALUES
%**************************************************************************************
eigenvalue1=diag(D_1); eigenvalue2=diag(D_2);
eigenvalue1_real=real(eigenvalue1);
eigenvalue1_imaginary=imag(eigenvalue1);
eigenvalue2_real=real(eigenvalue2);
eigenvalue2_imaginary=imag(eigenvalue2);
[x1_real, index_1]=sort(eigenvalue1_real);
[x2_real, index_2]=sort(eigenvalue2_real);
x1_imaginary=eigenvalue1_imaginary(index_1);
x2_imaginary=eigenvalue2_imaginary(index_2);
V_1_sort=V_1(:,index_1); V_2_sort=V_2(:,index_2);
D_1_sort=D_1(:,index_1); D_2_sort=D_2(:,index_2);
for p=1:1:M
eigenvalue1_sort(p)=D_1_sort(find(D_1_sort(:,p)), p);
eigenvalue2_sort(p)=D_2_sort(find(D_2_sort(:,p)), p);
end
EIGENVALUES1=transpose(eigenvalue1_sort);
EIGENVALUES2=transpose(eigenvalue2_sort);
D_1_root=zeros(M,M);
D_2_root=zeros(M,M);
for s=1:1:M
D_1_diag(s,s)=EIGENVALUES1(s);
D_2_diag(s,s)=EIGENVALUES2(s);
end
D_1_root=sqrt(D_1_diag); D_2_root=sqrt(D_2_diag);
R_EIG1=real(EIGENVALUES1); R_EIG2=real(EIGENVALUES2);
index1=find(R_EIG1>0);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
r_eigenvalue1(k)=R_EIG1(index1(k));
end
R_Eigenvalue1=transpose(r_eigenvalue1);
index2=find(R_EIG2>0);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
r_eigenvalue2(k)=R_EIG2(index2(k));
end
R_Eigenvalue2=transpose(r_eigenvalue2);
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%**************************************************************************************
%CONSTRUCT THE MATRIX A THAT SOLVES FOR THE
%COEFFICIENT VECTORS a and b SIMULTANEOUSLY FROM Ax=y
%**************************************************************************************
V1=V_1_sort*D_1_root; V2=V_2_sort*D_2_root;
A=[-V_1_sort, V_2_sort; V1, V2];
y=c_0*[V_1_sort(:,M); D_1_root(M,M)*V_1_sort(:,M)]; x=inv(A)*y;
for r=1:1:M
a(r)=x(r);
end
a_ref=transpose(a);
for r=M+1:1:2*M
b(r-M)=x(r);
end
b_trans=transpose(b); c=zeros(M,1); c(M)=c_0;
for k=1:1:length(index1)
a_1(k)=a(index1(k));
end
a1=transpose(a_1);
for k=1:1:length(index1)
c_1(k)=c(index1(k));
end
c1=transpose(c_1);
for k=1:1:length(index2)
b_1(k)=b(index2(k));
end
b1=transpose(b_1);
%**************************************************************************************
%FIGURES: location of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
%**************************************************************************************
figure(1);
plot (x1_real, x1_imaginary, ’*’, ’Color’, ’r’);
xlabel(’Re(lambda)’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’Im(lambda)’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Position of Complex Eigenvalues lambda’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(2);
plot (x2_real, x2_imaginary, ’*’, ’Color’, ’r’);
xlabel(’Re(lambda)’, ’FontSize’, 12);
ylabel(’Im(lambda)’, ’FontSize’, 12);
title(’Position of Complex Eigenvalues lambda’, ’FontSize’, 12);
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%for Delta_0=0.1 ONLY
figure(3);plot(xi, real(V_1_sort(:, 1)));
xlabel(’xi’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(4);plot(xi, real(V_1_sort(:, 3)));
xlabel(’xi’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(5);plot(xi, real(V_1_sort(:, 6))
xlabel(’xi’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(6);plot(xi, real(V_1_sort(:, 7)));
xlabel(’xi’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(7);plot(xi, real(V_1_sort(:, 9)));
xlabel(’xi’, ’FontSize’, 12);
figure(8);plot(xi, real(V_1_sort(:, 11)));
xlabel(’xi’, ’FontSize’, 12);
%**************************************************************************
%THE END
%**************************************************************************
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